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Misfinali n1~v1p:,;, '11;?::i n,:,;, 1,;,, ,xi.pW n,~ 1,~w a,,;1 ~~,te - These are matters of dispute between Beis 
Shammai and Beis Hillel with respect to meals:Ul 

The first dispute pertains to the Kiddush recited on the Sabbath and Festivals:r21 
a,"'))?1X ,xi.p1q n,~ - Beis Shammai say: Oi'tt ?l7 ':}'1;)? - One first recites the blessing over the sanctity of the day, 
T!!tt ?l7 ':}'1;)? ':}!,;I ir,,te7 - and afterwards recites the blessing over the wine. a,"'))?iX ,l;?::i n,;,, - But Beis Hillel 
say: T!!tt ?l7 ':}'1;)? - One first recites the blessing over the wine, tli'tt ?l7 ':}'1;)? ':}!,;I ir,,te7 - and afterwards 
recites the blessing over the sanctity of the day.mi 

The second dispute pertains to the custom of drinking wine prior to the meal:f4l 
a,"'))?iX ,xi.pw n,~ - Beis Shammai say: tl!'I?? l,?\'1l - We first wash our hands for bread, i:,t;:i;:t n~ 1,~y,n ':}!,;I ir:.i.te) 
- and afterwards pour the cup of wine and drink it.r51 a,"'))?iX ,l;?::i n,;,, - But Beis Hillel say: t,i;,i;:t n~ 1,~y,n 
- We first pour the cup and drink it, a,'l?? 1,?\'il ':}!,;I ir:.i.te) - and afterwards wash our hands for bread. 

The third dispute: 
a,"'))?iX ,xi.p1q n,:,;, - Beis Shammai say: n~i.p:,;, ,,,? IJ~?-1? - After one washes for bread, he wipes his hands with 
the napkin lr:t?~tt ?lJ r.i,:i,~i,~ - and then places it on the table.f61 a,"'))?iX ,l;?::i n,;,~ - But Beis Hillel say: ?l7 

-n9~;:t - He places the napkin on the cushion upon which he reclines. r71 
The fourth dispute: 

a,"'))?iX ,xi.p1q n,~ - Beis Shammai say: n!!,;ltl n~ 1,,:;i;,)? - At the end of the meal, we first sweep the room,rs1 
tl!'l?? T,?\'il ':}!,;I ir:.i.te) - and afterwards we wash our hands with mayjm acharonim. r91 a,"'))?iX ??.::t n,;,~ - But Beis 
Hillel say: tl!'l?? T,?\'il - We first wash our hands with mayim acharonim, n,:,;,;:t n~ p,:;i;,)? ':}!,;I itJ.te) - and 
afterwards we sweep the room. 

The Mishnah cites a fifth dispute between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel, which pertains to one who recites both 
Bircas HaMazon and Havdalahf1o1 over a single cup of wine:rm 
a,"'))?iX ,xi.pw n,~ - Beis Shammai say: n'n:;itt) a,~tv:;i 1n~, ,~ - The blessings are recited in the following 
sequence: first the blessing over the flame,c121 then Bircas HaMazon, then the blessings over fragrant spices,(131 

NOTES 
1. That is, halachic disputes between them with respect to laws con
cerning meals (Rashi). 

After concluding (in the previous chapter) discussion of the laws 
of Bircas HaMazon, the Gemara moves to discuss disputes which center 
on the meal itself (Tos. HaRosh, Tos. R' Yehudah HeChasid). 

2. Kiddush is recited on Sabbath and the Festivals, at the beginning 
of the first meal. Thus, this dispute is included in our Mishnah, which 
delineates the disputes between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel with 
regard to meals. 

Kiddush, which is generally recited over a cup of wine (see below, 
note 30), is comprised of two blessings: the borei pri hagafen blessing 
over the wine, and a blessing expressing the sanctity of the day. Beis 
Shammai and Beis Hillel dispute the proper sequence of these two 
blessings. 
3. The reasons for this and the ensuing disputes cited in the Mishnah 
will be explained in the Gemara. 
4. This custom, which was prevalent in Mishnaic times, is delineated 
in a Baraisa cited above, 43a [W,hat is the procedure for reclining 
etc.] (Rashi; cf. Rif, who understands the Mishnah to be referring 
to the wine of Kiddush; see also Sheleimah Mishnaso ). 

5. According to Beis Shammai, we may then proceed to eat the bread 
without washing our hands again, for we have already fulfilled the 
Rabbinic obligation of washing the hands for bread (netilas yadayim ), 
before pouring the cup of wine. 

[The word 1'~J1ll literally means we mix; in Talmudic times raw wine 
was prepared for consumption by adding water to it when it was poured 
into the cup. Hence, the pouring of the cup is referred to as "mixing" 
it.] 
6. To wipe one's food-sullied hands during the meal (Rashi ). 

7. [Rather than on the table.] And while the napkin is there on the 
cushion, one uses it to wipe his food-sullied hands during the meal 
(Rashi). 

8. I.e. the room where the meal was eaten. [The word ni:;1, which 
literally means house, is often used to refer to a room - see, for 
example, above, 17b.] If they ate while reclining on the floor, the floor 
is swept. If they ate while seated at a table, the leftover food is cleaned 
off the table (Rashi). 

9. The Rabbis instituted that one should wash his hands after the 
meal before Bircas HaMazon; this washing is referred to as mayim 
acharonim, which literally means the final waters (see Rashi; see 

Chullin 105a,b and Shulchan Aruch 181 with Mishnah Berurah for 
a full discussion). 

10. Havdalah is the blessing recited upon the conclusion of the Sabbath; 
see above, 33a, and see also next note. 
11. One who has only one cup of wine after the Sabbath does not 
make Havdalah until after he finishes eating, so that he can recite 
both Bircas HaMazon and Havdalah over that one cup. The blessings 
over fragrant spices (besamim) and the flame (see notes 12 and 13) 
are generally recited over the cup of wine together with the blessing 
of Havdalah (see Pesachim 54a). Thus, one who has only one cup 
recites Bircas HaMazon, Havdalah and the blessings over fragrant 
spices and the flame, all over one cup. Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel 
dispute the proper sequence for reciting these blessings. [If a person 
has two cups of wine, however, he should not recite both Havdalah 
and Bircas HaMazon upon the same cup, for it is not proper to "bundle" 
mitzvos together in this manner (see Pesachim 102b; see also Tzlach 
and Rashash) (see below, 52a notes 3 and 20, regarding why it is 
permitted to eat before Havdalah in this case).] 
12. The blessing over the· fl,ame - When one sees fire on Motza'ei 
Shabbos, he recites a blessing praising God for creating the light of 
fire. The exact text of this blessing is discussed below in the Mishnah. 

The Rishonim explain that the Gemara's statement (above, 35a) 
that it is forbidden to derive pleasure from this world without reciting 
a blessing pertains only to pleasures which actually permeate the body, 
such as eating and drinking. Other pleasures, such as listening to 
music, washing oneself with cold or hot water, enjoying a cool breeze, 
etc., do not require a blessing. For this reason, a blessing is not required 
whenever one uses fire for illumination (see Ramban, Mordechai §189, 
Tosafos to Pesachim 53b px il"1, Darchei Moshe, Drach Chaim 216:1 
and Magen Avraham 216:1). The Rabbis did, however, institute a bless· 
ing over fire after the conclusion of the Sabbath, as a remembrance 
of the creation of fire, which took place after the first Sabbath, when 
God gave Adam the instinctive understanding to rub two stones together 
and bring forth fire [as related in Pesachim 54a] (Rosh §3; cf. Ramban). 
Although this blessing may be recited at the first sight of fire after 
the Sabbath, the custom is to recite the blessing on a special candle, 
together with the Havdalah, over a cup of wine (Pesachim 54a),.

13. The blessing over fragrant spices - The reason for smelling t~~(
pleasant odor of spices after the Sabbath is to assuage oneself fo. 
the loss of the departing neshamah yeseirah, the additional [Sabb 
soul (see Beitzah 16a; see also Rashbam and Tosafos to Pesach._ 
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and then Havdalah. c,i)?iX ??.i'.1 n,;, - But Beis Hillel say: :i1n:;itr11n1;1 c,,;ife:;i, .,~ - The blessings are recited 
in the following sequence: First the blessings over the flame and over fragrant spices, and then Bircas HaMazon, 
and then Havdalah.l14l 

A sixth dispute pertains to the text of the blessing made over the flame: 
c,i)?iX ,xi,w n,~ - Beis Shammai say: IV~tt 'ii.Kl? x1;np - The text of the blessing over the flame is Blessed are 
You, Hashem, our God, King of the universe, Who created the illumination of the fire (shebara me'or ha'esh). 
c,i)?iX ??.i'.1 n,~, - But Beis Hillel say: IV~tt ,,;xi? xit::i - The text is: Blessed are You, Hashem, etc. Who creates 
the illuminations of the fire (borei me' orei ha' esh). c1oJ 

The Mishnah proceeds with a series of rulings regarding the blessings over the flame and fragrant spices: 
c,:;i;t,1 ,,:;it11 ?Ip c,r,,fe;itr ?l)' X'?l 'iltr ?l)' x·', 1,:;i1;i1? 1,~ - We do not recite the blessings over the flame or over the 
fragrant spices of idolaters; c,l'.tl;l ?Ip c,r,,fe;itr ?ll' X'?1 'iitr ?l)' X'?l - nor over the flame or over the fragrant 
spices of the dead;l16l M'l! :"l'Ji:l~ ?Ip c,,;ife;itr ?ll' x·',, .,m ?'1 x·',, - nor over the fire or over the fragrant spices 
of idols.l17l ;-,;x7 miX!lp ,'1.,ltr ?l11,:;i1;i1? l,J:1,1 - And we do not recite the blessing over the flame until benefit 
is derived from its illumination. 

The Mishnah cites additional disputes between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel regarding meals: 
'fP~ x·',1 n~tvl ',~,tcW ,,;i - One who ate a meal and then forgot and did not recite Bircas HaMazon, ll8J ,xi,w n,~ 
. c,1)?i.K - Beis Shammai say: ':'j'1;i,1 illii')?7 'iitq! - He should return to his place of eating and recite Bircas 
HaMazon. c,1)?i.K ??.i'.1 n,~, - But Beis Hillel say: '1:;.!PW Ci?~;! ':J'1!?? - He may reciteBircas HaMazon in the 
place where he remembered.l19l ':J'1!?1? ,u1;1 ,'11 - And until when may one recite Bircas HaMazon? ,,;, ,'1 
,,~,;,:;itp lit~tr ?:Pl'.i;t~W - Until the food in his stomach becomes digested.c2oi 

Another dispute: 
liT~tr '11J.ti: 1~! l;;t? x;i - If wine was brought out to them after the meal (prior to Bircas HaMazon ),t21i tl!V l,J:1, tl.1:C 
o;:., ;n;x x'f~ - if there is no other wine there but that cup, c,i)?i.K ,xi,iv n,:p - Beis Shammai say: ?l' ':l".!;i)? 
1,!tr - He recites the blessing over the wine, lit~tr ?'1 ':)'1!?1? ':'j:;.1 'ilJ.ti:1 - and afterwards he recites Bircas 
HaMazon. c22i c,1)?iX ??.i'.1 n,~, - But Beis Hillel say: liT~tr ?ll' ':J'1!?1? - He first recites Bircas HaMazon, 
l~!tr ?l1 ':J'1!?1? ':'j:;.1 'ilJ.ti:l - and afterwards he recites the blessing over the wine and drinks it.l23l 

The Mishnah issues a ruling regarding the "Amen" response: 
":J'1;i)?tr ?~')if'~ 'ilJ.ti: Jl;l,tc 1,~;l.71 - One answers "Amen" after the blessing of anlsraelite.c24J ,m:.i '11J.ti: 11;1,tc p~il.71,~l 
':J'1!?l?tr - But one does not answer "Amen" after the blessing of a Cuthean,C25l ::i'f,.i nn:;itr ',;i l.71;11¥'1¥ ,ll' -
unless he hears the entire blessing,l2GJ 

NOTES 
102b ;t"Ji'' ,1Jx ::i, ;t"1; see Tosafos, Beitzah 33b pii;i ,:, n", where other 
suggested reasons are cited and refuted). 

14. For explanations of this dispute, see Tos. HaRosh to 52b and Tiferes 
Yisrael here (§12). 

15. This dispute will be explained below (52b notes 51-53). 

16. The Mishnah refers to a lamp or candle lit in honor of a deceased 
[rather than for the purpose of illumination], and to fragrant spices 
which are placed near a corpse to neutralize the odor of the decomposing 
flesh. 

The reason for this and the ensuing rulings will be explained in the 
Gemara. 

17. Since it is forbidden to derive pleasure from items used in the service 
of idols (n1! il"J1::ll( 'l/!t;ll/!t,l, seeAvodah Zarah 51b-52a), it is prohibited to 
make use of the lights illuminating an area where idols stand [or to smell 
the fragrance of the spices placed near them] (Rashba to 52b px, i1"1 
p,:il:J). See 52b note 55. 

18. I.e. he forgot to recite Bircas HaMazon, and only realized his omission 
after leaving the place where he had eaten. 

19. Although Beis Hillel agree with Beis Shammai that ideally, one is 
required to recite Bircas HaMazon in the place where he ate (see below, 
53a, 53b and note 23 there), they maintain that in the event that he 
inadvertently left his place without reciting Bircas HaMazon, he does 
not have to return. 

The Rishonim dispute whether this requirement of reciting the bless
ing after eating in the place where one ate is unique to Bircas HaMazon 
or not. Rashba (below, 53b np1,n1J ;t"1) and Hagahos Maimoniyos (Hil. 
Beraclws 4:1) maintain that it is unique to Bircas HaMazon. Tosafos (to 
Pesachim 101b x,x i1"1) and Rosh (Pesachim 10:6), however, maintain 
that it applies to any dish made from any of the five grain species, which 
require an al hamichyah. Rashbam (to Pesachim 101b) and Rambam, 
Hil. Beraclws 4:1, go even further and state that it applies whenever the 
one-blessing abridgment of the Three Blessings is recited. Thus, one who 
drank wine or ate any one of the seven species with which the Land of 
Eretz Yisrael is praised, which require the recital of a one-blessing 
abridgment of the Three Blessings (as stated above, 44a), must recite the 
blessing in the place where he ate. See Mishnah Berurah 178:45, who 

cites the opinion of the Gra that the halachah accords with Tosafos and 
the Rosh that only Bircas HaMazon and al hamichyah must be recited 
in the place where one ate. All agree, however, that one is not required 
to recite a borei nefaslws in the place where he ate. 

20. The Gemara will identify this time period. 

21. [This next dispute speaks of a meal on a regular day, not on the night 
after the Sabbath (Rashi to 52a Jil' x::i i1"1).] 

22. The Gemara concludes below (52a) that according to Beis Shammai, 
he may drink the wine before Bircas HaMazon. 

23. The Gemara will explain this dispute (Rashi). 

24. Even if he did not hear the entire blessing (Rashi ). [This seems to 
suggest that he must at least hear part of the blessing in order to answer 
"Amen." See, however, above, 47a, where Rashi (ilmn, i1"1) rules that 
even one who does not hear the blessing at all may respond with "Amen" 
when· he knows which blessing was recited (see ibid. note 21 and 
Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 124:8). See Beur Halachah to 215:2 i1"1 
lllJlll X,w, who concludes that the implication in Rashi's words here that 
one must hear part of the blessing is only so that he will know which 
blessing he is responding to. But if in fact one knows which blessing is 
being recited, he may respond "Amen" even without hearing any part of 
the blessing at all.] 

25. The Cutheans (Samaritans) were a group of people from different 
nations, including Cutha, brought by the king of Assyria to populate the 
part of Eretz Yisrael left vacant by the exile of the Ten Tribes. Initially, 
the Cutheans did not fear God, so God sent lions to kill them. When the 
Assyrian king heard of this, he arranged for the Cutheans to be taught 
God's laws. They learned to fear God and the danger passed, but they 
continued to worship their idols as well. 

There is a dispute among Tannaim as to whether the Cutheans 
converted to Judaism in a valid manner (see Kiddushin 75b; Niddah 
56b; Tosafos to Chullin 3b). Even among those who maintain that 
eventually they did convert, some consider them unfit for many func
tions in Jewish law. This is because they did not accept the Rabbinic 
interpretation of the Torah, and thus could not be relied upon to fulfill 
the commandments correctly. See next note. 

26. For instead of blessing Hashem, the Cuthean might have bles~ed the 
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Genta.Ta H~1 Uti - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: 
n1u,9:p r,;.:, n,:;i1 ,x~w n,:p T':PW o,,;i1 - MA'ITERS 

of dispute BETWEEN BEIS SHAMMAI AND BEIS HILLEL WITH RE
SPECT TO MEALS are the following: tl'"!t,li.K ,x~l{i n,:p - BEIS 
SHAMMAI SAY: t1i•tt r,~ 11;il? - ONE first RECITES THE BLESSING 
OVER the sanctity of THE DAY, T~!tt ,,~ 11;i1? '1:P ,i:r~, - AND 

AFTERWARDS RECITES THE BLESSING OVER THE WINE, t:11'1:JIV 
.K":l?lf,i 1!!'2 t11il - FOR THE DAY CAUSES THE WINE TO COME befor~ 
the meal/271 x;i x·r, T'~ T,,'l~l tli•tt l/.i"Ji' , ;i:;n - AND because THE 
DAY HAS ALREADY BEEN SANCTIFJEDl28l AND THE WINE HAS NOT YET 
COME to the table. [291 tl'"!J?i.K r,;.:, n,:;i1 - BUT BEIS HILLEL SAY: 
l'!u 7~ °11;iJ? - ONE first RECITES THE BLESSING OVER THE WINE, 

t1i•tt 7~ ':J1;iJ? °1:P "11J~1 - AND AFTERWARDS RECITES THE BLESSING 
OVER the sanctity of THE DAY. "1l:;i,tc.!:llf,i Mt¥1iff'2 t11i.ll Y,!ttlf,i -
BECAUSE THE WINE CAUSES THE blessing of SANCTIFICATION TO BE 
SAID.l301 "11J~ i;i1 - ANOTHER POINT: M'J'"!'l;l l'!u n:P1!\!. - THE 
BLESSING OVER WINE IS relatively FREQUENT, ;,r~,,te tli•tt n:p1:;n 
M'J'"!'l;l ..:.. AND THE BLESSING OVER the sanctity of THE DAY IS NOT 
as FREQUENT, since it is recited only on the Sabbath or Festival; 
tl'lii' "1'"!'ti "1'"!'ti '1'.telf,i1 "1'"!'.l;I - AND the rule is that when THAT 
WHICH IS FREQUENT conflicts with THAT WHICH IS NOT FREQUENT, 
THAT WHICH IS FREQUENT TAKES PRECEDENCE.l311 '1!;1"!'!\l rt;i?t/l 
71::t n,:;i - AND THE LAW ACCORDS WITH THE OPINION OF BEIS 
HILLEL. 

The Gemara asks: 
ii::i~ i;i1 ,xi, - What is the need for Beis Hillel to mention 
"another point"?l321 

The Gemara answers: 
.K~'J::'I ,:;,, - Beis Hillel are saying: And if you will say that our first 
reason alone does not suffice - X'!tJ x;i;:i1 '.!:11J::'I tl!Jv - for 
there, in support of Beis Shammai's ruling, there are two rea
sons, l331 but, here, in support of our ruling, there is only one rea
sonl34J - m~,~ '.!:11J::'l 'l\1~ x;i;:i - it is not so, for here, in support of 
our position, too, there are also two reasons, the second being 
that M'J'"!'l;l T~!tt n:p1; - the blessing over wine is relatively 
frequent, M'J'"!'l;l ;,r~,,te tli•tt n:p1:;,~ - and the blessing over the 
day is not as frequent, tl'lii' ,,,.1;1 ,,,.1;1 il'~W1 ,,,.1;1 - and the 
rule is that when that which is frequent conflicts with that 
which is not frequent, that which is frequent takes precedence, 

The Gemara cites and elaborates on the final clause of the 
Baraisa: 
r,;.:, n,:;i '1!?"!'!\l n;i7q1 - The Baraisa stated: AND THE LAW 

ACCORDS WITH THE OPINION OF BEIS HILLEL. 
The Gemara asks: 

x~,w~ - This is obvious! 7ii' n:p x~i;,~ x;:i1 - For a Heavenly 
voice has emanated declaring that the halachah always follows 
Beis Hillel.l35l Why, then, was it necessary for the Baraisa to teach 
that in this specific case the halachah accords with Beis Hillel? 

The Gemara provides two answers: 
7ii' n:p tljii' x~,,te n,3,7~,i:c - ff you prefer, say: This Baraisa was 
taught before the Heavenly voice declared that the halachah 
always follows Beis Hillel. 7ii' n:p itr.te? x~,,te n,3,7~,i:c, - And if 
you prefer, say: The Baraisa was taught after the Heavenly 
voice declared that the halachah always follows Beis Hillel, 

NOTES 
deity which some Cutheans worshiped on Mount Gerizim [see Chullin 
6a] (Rashi ). [However, when the Cuthean was heard reciting the entire 
blessing, this concern does not exist (Rahbeinu Yonah); see Magen 
Avraham 215:4.]. 

[In a later period, the Rabbis decreed that the Cutheans be treated as 
idolaters, due to the fact that it was found that many Cutheans were 
worshiping their idol on Mount Gerizim (see Chullin 6a). After this 
period, the Cutheans are to be considered completely as idolaters, and 
one may not respond "Amen" to their blessing even ifhe hears the entire 
blessing (see Mishnah Berurah 215:10). Concerning the blessing of a 
non-Jew, see there with Skaar HaTziyun §9).] 

27. This cup of wine was only brought out before the Sabbath meal in 
order to recite Kiddush upon it. [Thus, the Kiddush takes precedence, 
for it is primary] (Rashi; see Sheleimah Mishnaso). 

28. Either from when he accepted the Sabbath upon himself, or with 
nightfall (Rashi; see Tos. HaRosh, Rashba, Sifsei Chachamim and 
Sheleimah Mishnaso ). 

29. And, therefore, just as the Sabbath's arrival precedes the arrival 
of the wine, so too, its blessing precedes the blessing over the wine 
(Rashi). 

30. For when there is no wine, Kiddush is not recited (Rashi; see 
Tzlach). 

Rashi explains that this does not mean that only wine may be used for 
Kiddush; for bread, too, may be used for Kiddush (see Pesachim 106b). 
Rather, the intent of the Gemara is that Kiddush cannot be recited 
without either wine or its substitute (i.e. bread). Therefore, the blessing 
over wine (or, when reciting Kiddush over bread, the blessing over 
bread) takes precedence over the blessing for the sanctity of the day. 

31. The Gemara in Zevachim (89a) derives this principle from the verse 
regarding the Pesach mussaf, which states: Besides the morning olah 
offering which is the continual (tamid) olah offering, shall you offer these 
[the mussaf offerings] (Numbers 28:23). The word "besides" implies that 
the mussaf offerings are brought only after the morning tamid offering 
is brought. The seemingly superfluous clause, which is the continual 
offering, is written by the Torah to teach that the reason why the 
morning offering precedes the mussaf offering IS because it is continual 
and more frequent; this is a principle which is to be applied in all areas 
of Torah law (Rashi). 

[The blessing over wine is called frequent not simply because wine 
was a common beverage, for the Gemara in Zevachim (91a) states that 
frequency which is the result of an optional choice does not constitute 
frequency with regard to this principle. Rather, it is called frequent 
because it appears in all recitals of Kiddush, the recitals of Bircas 
HaMazon on Sabbaths and Festivals, and the marriage blessings 
(Sheleimah Mishnaso ).] 

32. See Ritva and Shitah Mekubetzes, who discuss why the Gemara 
directs this question only at Beis Hillel, and does not ask why Beis 
Shammai states two reasons. See also Tzlach at length. 

33. Firstly, that the day causes the wine to be brought, and secondly, 
that the arrival of the Sabbath precedes that of the wine. 

34. I.e. that the wine causes the blessing for the sanctity of the day to be 
said. 

35. The Gemara in Eruvin (13b) relates that after three years of dispute 
between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel as to whose view the halachah 
follows, there was heard a Heavenly voice which declared the halachah 
to be in accord with Beis Hillel. 
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,~x':J x,::, l..ll{i1l1? ,~11 - but it reflects the view ofR' Yehoshua, 
wb~ ~aid: r,,i' n~;q,r,,~!fi~ 1'.15 - We pay no heed to Heavenly 
voices in resolving halachic issues.C11 

The Gemara asks: 
,x9,,~ DW1 n;n:;i1 ,x~w n,; '1!?91 - But do Beis Shammai hold, 
:jn fact, that the blessing for the sanctity of the day takes 
;precedence, and is recited before the blessing over the wine? 
. .K?~.ttttl - Why, it was taught in a Baraisa: ,.15;,n~ ,n,~7 o~;,~ti 
nnlli - ONE WHO ENTERS ms HOUSE AFfER THE DEPARTURE OF 
1m SABBATH D'~fV~tl 73..ll ,1.K~tl 73..ll n!ti 73..I ':)1!;\)? - RECITES 
THE BLESSING OVER THE WINE, AND OVER THE FLAME, AND OVER 
THE FRAGRANT SPICES; l'l1tJ!?tl -,~1.K ':); -,IJ.151 - AND AFTER

,_WARDS HE SAYS the blessing of HAVDALAH. ot:i .K7~ ;r, 1'.15 tll:Cl 
,u~ - AND IF HE HAS ONLY ONE CUP of wine,£21 1n~t1 -,r,.157 ,n,~~ 
- HE LEAVES THE CUP until AFfER he eats his evening meal, and 
recitesBircas HAMAZON over it, C3J ,,,q.15717,n 1'?1¥71Vl?, - AND HE 
LINKS ALL [THE AFOREMENTIONED BLESSINGS] AFTER [BIRCAS 

HAMAZONJ.C41 Now, since Beis Shammai hold that the Kiddush 
blessing, which is the blessing for the sanctity of the day, precedes 
the blessing over wine, why do they rule in this Baraisa that the 
blessing over wine precedes the Havdalah blessing, which is 
similar to a blessing for the sanctity of the day? 

The Gemara interjects: 
x,::, ,x~W n,~, ,x~~ X:Jl - But from where do you conclude that 
this Baraisa is the opinion ofBeis Shammai; x,::, 1,7.::, n,; X!:171 
- perhaps it is the opinion of Beis Hillel?C5l 

The Gemara rejects this possibility: 
';)1;1)?1 X?.79 x·r, - Do not consider this alternative [i.e. that the 
Baraisa is the opinion ofBeis Hillel]. ti'~!¥~ ':); .,IJ.151 .,,X!:1 '~1;1?.1 
- For the Baraisa teaches that when making Havdalah one first 
recites the blessing over the flame, and afterwards the blessing 
over fragrant spices. X1!;11? 'Xtl i-1'? n,.i:c, i-1'? T;'ll..ll?IV 1x~, - And 
who have you heard of that subscribes to this opinion? n,; 
,x~w - Beis Shammai! X?~.01- As it was taught in a Baraisa: 

n1,n? ,~1 .,~~ - R'YEHUDAH SAID: 1,7.::, n,~, ,x~w n,; ,i'71H x·r, 
- When both Havdalah and Bircas HaMazon are recited over a 
single cup of wine, BEIS SHAMMAI AND BEIS HILLEL DID NOT 

DISAGREE l}it:>~ X'l:ITV l1?1:;itl 73..ll l'l71'.1T;'l;IV TiT~tl 73..1 - REGARDING 
BIRCAS HAMAZON, THAT IT IS RECITED IN THE BEGINNING, OR 
REGARDING HAVDALAH, THAT IT IS RECITED IN THE END.C6l 

ip71;t~ l'I~ 73..1 - IN REGARD TO WHAT DID [BEIS SHAMMAI AND BEIS 
HILLEL] DISAGREE? tl'~fV~tl 73..ll "11.K~tl 73..1 - IN REGARD TO the 
sequence of the blessings OVER THE FLAME AND OVER FRAGRANT 
SPICES.C7J t1''1)?1.K '.K~!{t n,; - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: -,IJ.151 -,;.Kl:' 
ti'~!¥~ ':); - The blessing over the FLAME is recited first, AND 
AFTERWARDS the blessing over FRAGRANT SPICES.C8l 7?.i'.l n,~, 
D''1)?i.K - BUT BEIS HILLEL SAY: .,,x>:1 ':):/.> .,IJ.151 ti'~!¥~ - The 
blessing over the FRAGRANT SPICES is recited first, AND AFfER
WARDS the blessing over the FLAME.C9l Thus, the aforementioned 
Baraisa, which states that the blessing over the flame precedes the 
blessing over fragrance, is the opinion of Beis Shammai. Accord
ingly, we may ask: Why does the Baraisa rule that the blessing over 
wine precedes the Havdalah blessing, when Beis Shammai rule in 
the Mishnah that the blessing for the sanctity of the day precedes 
the blessing over wine?c101 

The Gemara persists in its attempt to resolve the contradiction 
by saying that the Baraisa accords with the opinion of Beis Hillel, 
who rule regarding Kiddush that the blessing over wine precedes 
the blessing over the sanctity of the day: 
n1,n? ,~,, x~,';,.151 x,::, ,x~w n,~, ,x~~, - But from what 
evidence do you conclude that this Baraisa is the opinion of Beis 
Shammai according to R' Yehudah; x;i,';,.151 x,::, 7?.l:I n,~ X!:17'1 
.,,.i:c~ ,~,, - perhaps it is the opinion ofBeis Hillel according to 
R' Meir?c111 

The Gemara rejects this possibility: 
':)l;l)?"J X?.79 x·r, - Do not consider this alternative [i.e. that the 
Baraisa is the opinion ofBeis Hillel according to R' Meir]. '~J;!?.1 
l'J:l'~J;'I~~ x;i::i - For it was taught here, in our Mishnah:c121 

NOTES 
1. The Gemara in JJava Metzia (59b) recounts the episode of a major 
dispute between R' Eliezer and the Sages concerning the legal status of 
a particuJar type of oven in regard to the laws of tumah (see Keilim 5:10; 
Eduyos 7:7). A Heavenly voice intervened and declared that the 
halachah follows R' Eliezer in every area of dispute. R'.. Yehoshua, 
however, rose and instructed the assembly to pay no heed to that 
Heavenly voice, since the Torah itself teaches that "the Torah is no 
longer in heaven." That is, the halachah must be decided by human 
authorities, following the guidelines given to Moses at Sinai (one of 
which is that the majority must be followed in matters of halachic 
decisions - see Exodus 23:2). Thus, the decisions that they arrive at in 
this manner are not to be rejected on the basis of any subsequent 
prophecy or Heavenly directive to the contrary. 

See Tosafos, who defines the parameters of the application of this 
principle; see also Tos. R' Yehudah HeChasid. 

2. And, thus, if he will make Havdalah now, he will not have a cup of 
wine over which to recite Bircas HaMazon after his meal later in the 
evening. 

3. [Although it is generally forbidden to eat before Havdalah, here we 
permit him to eat first, so that he will be able to recite Bircas HaMazon 
over a cup of wine (see Tosafos and Rashba ).] 

4. I.e. he recites the aforementioned blessings over the cup of wine after 
completing Bircas HaMazon (Rashi). 

5. Beis Shammai is not mentioned in the Baraisa at all. Accordingly, the 
Gemara suggests that perhaps it is reflective of the view of Beis Hillel, 
who rule regarding Kiddush as well that the blessing over wine 
precedes the blessing over the sanctity of the day. 

6. R' Yehudah is responding to R' Meir's presentation of the dispute 
between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel regarding one who recites both 
Bircas HaMazon and Havdalah over one cup of wine. According to R' 
Meir (whose version of the dispute is presented as the fifth dispute cited 
in the Mishnah above, 51b) all agree that the blessing over the flame is 

recited first and· Havdalah is recited last. The dispute concerns Bircas 
HaMazon and the blessing over fragrant spices. Beis Shammai 
maintain that Bircas HaMazon is recited before the b]essing over 
fragrant spices, whereas Beis Hillel hold that the blessing over fragrant 
spices is recited before Bircas HaMazon. R' Yehudah disputes this 
version of the dispute, and responds to R' Meir that therl! is no 
disagreement between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel regarding Bircas 
HaMazon and Havdalah; both agree that Bircas HaMazon is recited 
first, and Havdalah last. They disagree only concerning the sequence of 
the blessings over the flame and fragrant spices, as the Gemara 
proceeds to relate. See Sheleimah Mishnaso (X"l!l:J il",) for an 
explanation of the dispute according to R' Yehudah; see also Ritva to 
52b. 

7. Which are recited after Bircas HaMazon and before Havdalah. 

8. And, thus, the sequence of the blessings according to Beis Shammai 
is: Bircas HaMazon, flame, fragrant spices and Havdalah. 

9. And, thus, the sequence of the blessings according to Beis Hillel is: 
Bircas HaMazon, fragrant spices, flame and Havdalah. 

10. Rashi. 

11. Our Mishnah, which the Gemara below (52b) establishes to be the 
opinion of R' Meir, states that according to Beis Hillel the sequence of 
the blessings is: flame, fragrant spices, Bircas HaMazon and Havdalah. 
Thus, although the aforementioned Baraisa states that the blessing 
over the flame precedes the blessing over fragrant spices, it may very 
well be elucidating the opinion of Beis Hillel according to R' Meir 
(rather than the opinion of Beis Shammai according to R' Yehudah). 
This would explain why the Baraisa rules that the blessing over 
wine precedes the Havdalah blessing, as Beis Hillel rules regarding 
Kiddush also that the blessing over wine precedes the Kiddush bless
ing! 

12. Which presents the opinion ofR' Meir, as stated below (52b). 
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!)?\X ,x~~ n,~. - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: l"l1tJ;i:::i, tl,t,>\e;i l1t)?\ ,~ -
lwhen reciting Bircas HaMazon and Havdalah over one cup, the 
blessings are recited in the following sequence: The blessing over 
.the FLAME, the blessing of Bircas HAMAZON, the blessing over 
\FRAGRANTSPICES,ANDHAVDALAH. t1,,,;,,x t,1m n,:;)\ - BUTBEIS 

;lBILLEL SAY: n1n;i;::i, 11t)? t1,t,>te;i1 ,~ - The blessings are recited 
himthe following sequence: The blessing over the FLAME, the bless
:dng over FRAGRANT SPICES, the blessing of Bircas HAMAZON, AND 

:BAvnALAH. Thus, according to R' Meir, Beis Shammai and Beis 
'Hillel both hold that Bircas HaMazon is not recited first.l131 

::,~.IJI?. x.1;t,t1;;i tltlQl - But there, in the Baraisa, it was taught: 
'.iriX t>tl) X?-te ,i, 1,-te tlJ:i: - IF HE HAS ONLY ONE CUP of wine, ,n,~i, 
't,;,;1:, ,1:1-te'?. - HE LEAVES THE CUP until AFTER Bircas HAMAZON. 

i,"JQ-tC? l?\:.I l?t!i?W)?\ - AND HE LINKS ALL [THE AFOREMENTIONED 

BLESSINGS] AFTER [BIRCAS HAJfA.ZONJ!U4l ,x)11tq n,:;n Mf'l;> Sli,t!i 
l1"Jll"l! ,:;;i11 x;,~-tel x,;:i - Learn from this that [this Baraisa] is 

-'indeed the opinion of Beis Shammai according to R' Yehudah. 
Having established that the aforementioned Baraisa is in fact 

'the opinion of Beis Shammai, the Gemara returns to address its 
original question: 
X?t!ii? tl1i')? t,~m - In any event, this Baraisa, in which Beis 
Shammai state that the blessing over wine precedes the blessing of 
Havdalah, presents a difficulty, as it contradicts Beis Shammai's 
ruling in the Mishnah that the blessing over the day precedes the 
blessing over the wine. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
,x111w n,~ ,,;i'9 Xy. - Beis Shammai hold that X)?,, ,71•S..7 ,~xw 
x~,, ,j?\9-te~ - bringing in the day is different than taking out 
the day.C15J !:}'"'Ill n,7 Wl;>1i?~1 n~~ x~,, ,71•S..7 - With regard to 
bringing in the Sabbath day, the more we advance it, the bet
ter. · I:},,); n,7 W'"!Q-tel?':J :,~~ x~,, 'i?l!:1-tC - With regard to taking 
out the Sabbath day, however, the more we delay it, the better,C161 

,,wi,;, l?~ '1t:!? x·t,1 ,:;,,tt ,:;, - so that [the Sabbath] should not 
appear as a burden upon us, which we are eager to dispatch. 

Having established that the aforementioned Baraisa is the opin
ion of Beis Shammai, the Gemara raises another contradiction 
between the Baraisa and Beis Shammai' s position in our Mishnah: 

o,:.i n~1vy 1,t~tt n~1:;;i ,x111w n,~ ,,;i~n - But do Beis Shammai 
hold in fact thatBircas HaMazon requires a cup, i.e. thatBircas 

HaMazon must be recited over a cup ofwine?U7J l~l;I XQl - Why, 

we have learned in our Mishnah: 1n~t1 ,1:1-te'? 1!! t197 x; - If 
WINE WAS BROUGHT OUT TO THEM[IB] AFTER THE MEALC191 (prior to 
Bircas HaMazon ), o,:.i ,n,x X?,tc tlJV 1'-te tlJ:I: - IF THERE IS NO 

OTHER wine BUT THAT CUP, tl''1l;>1X '1<1111" n,~ - BEIS SHAMMAI 

SAY: l!!tr 7lJ 11;t,> - HE RECITES THE BLESSING OVER THE WINE, 

l1t~iJ 7l7 ':]'1~)? ':]~ ,IJ-tel - AND AFTERWARDS HE RECITES BIRCAS 

HAMAZON. n,7 ,tl'Vl n,17,3' ':]'1;)?':J ix7 ,xi, - Does this not mean 
that he recites the blessing over [the wine] and drinks it, and 
then recites Bircas HaMazon without a cup?c201 

The Gemara answers: 
x.Z, - Nol n,7 n~i,1 n,17,3.711;,;,1 - This means that he recites 
the blessing over [the wine] and leaves it for Bircas HaMazon, 

and he then recites Bircas HaMazon over the cup. 
The Gemara initially understands this answer to mean that 

after he recites the blessing, he does not drink any of the wine, but 
leaves the entire cup for Bircas HaMazon. c211 Accordingly, the 
Gemara asks: 
,i, ,i,,te;:tl - But the master said:C221 tl1Sl'?!IV ':]''1¥ 11;,;,tt - One 
who recites a blessing over a cup of wine must taste the wine. 
How, then, can you say that he recites the blessing, but does not 
drink the wine?c231 

The Gemara answers: 
n,7 tl'3!Y1 - He does taste it, and then leaves the rest of the cup 
for Bircas HaMazon. 

NOTES 
13. Rashi. 

14. This ruling is obviously in accordance with R' Yehudah's opinion, 
that all agree that Bircas HaMazon is recited first. And since this 
Baraisa, which is the opinion ofR' Yehudah, states that the blessing over 
the flame precedes the blessing over fragrance, it must be the opinion of 
Beis Shammai [for according to R' Yehudah, Beis Hillel hold that the 
blessing over fragrance precedes the blessing over the flame] (see 
Rashi). 

15. Kiddush brings in the Sabbath, while Havdalah escorts it out 
(Rashi). See Hagahos R'Elazar Moshe Horowitz and Taz 681:1. 

16. Therefore, we delay the Havdalah blessing, which takes out the 
Sabbath, until after the blessing over the wine (see Rashi ). 

[It should be noted that the blessing over the cup of wine that is used 
for Bircas HaMazon is recited after Bircas HaMazon according to all 
opinions. 

17. As stated in the aforementioned Baraisa, that one should wait with 
Havdalah in order to recite Bircas HaMazon over the cup as well (Rashi; 
see below, note 20). 

18. On an ordinary day (Rashi). 

19. I.e. they did not have any wine to drink during the meal, and it 
was only after they finished eating (prior to Bircas HaMazon) that 
wine was first brought (Rashi ). See Sheleimah Mishnaso, who explains 
why the Mishnah chose a case where no wine was drunk during the 
meal. 

20. I.e. is not the intent ofBeis Shammai's ruling that he may drink the 
wine now, for it is not necessary to save it for Bircas HaMazon? (Rashi ). 

Rashba (below 'Xln ,,n n",) asks why the Gemara notes a contradic
tion between the Mishnah and the Baraisa, when a contradiction ap
pears in the Mishnah itselfl For Beis Shammai rule earlier in the 
Mishnah that one who has but a single cup of wine after the Sabbath 
should recite Bircas HaMazon together with Havdalah over the cup of 
wine! Rashba answers that the Gemara's inference that the Baraisa 
holds Bircas HaMazon requires a cup is not based simply on the fact that 

the Baraisa states that Bircas HaMazon is recited over a cup, for even · 
those who maintain that Bircas HaMazon does not require a cup agree 
that it is preferable to do so. Rather, the Gemara's inference is based on 
the fact that the Baraisa permits one to eat prior to Havdalah [an act 
which is generally prohibited] in order to recite Bircas HaMazon over a 
cup (see above, note 3). In the similar case of the Mishnah, however, it 
is possible that the case being discussed is one where the meal was begun 
on the Sabbath itself, and completed after nightfall; in such a case it is 
permitted to continue eating (see Pesachim 105a). Thus, no inference 
can be made from Beis Shammai's ruling in that case that Bircas 
HaMazon requires a cup. See, however, Maharsha (above, 51b); see also 
Rabbeinu Yonah. 

21. [See Ritva and Rashba.] 

22. The term ,r., ir.,15, the master said, generally connotes a Tannaic 
statement. Here, and in the ensuing questions of the Gemara, however, 
the Gemara is not referring to actual Tannaic statements, but rather to 
halachos which the Gemara (Pesachim 105b) deduces from the Baraisa 
being discussed by our Gemara (see Rav Nissim Grum). 

23; The Gemara's question here is somewhat difficult to understand. If 
the Gemara means simply to raise the point that one who makes a 
blessing must eat, then there is no reason to quote the halachic ruling 
cited (see previous note) to support this - the Gemara should simply 
have said that if he does not taste the wine, the blessing will have been 
made needlessly! Moreover, the ruling cited does not refer to the case of 
making a blessing without tasting - rather, it teaches that when the 
performance of a mitzvah dictates a blessing over a cup of wine (such as 
when making Kiddush, performing a bris milah, etc.), one must taste the 
wine. Why, then, is it cited here? 

[Perhaps it may be explained that the Gemara cites this ruling to make 
its argument stronger, utilizing the following logic: If one must taste the 
cup of wine that is used during the performance of a mitzvah, even 
though a blessing over the wine is made as part of the mitzvah perfor
mance, then certainly when one makes a blessing purely to drink a cup 
of wine, he should be required to taste the wine after the blessing!] 
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:: The Gemara persists: 
.,,f ,i,~l'}l - But the master said:l241 ,n~, ,n~y - One who 
ia"stes [a cup of wine] renders it blemished, and unfit for use as 

''the cup of blessing," i.e. for Bircas HaMazon, Kiddush, or Hav
dalah.l25J How then can he recite a blessing, drink the wine, and 

'.then recite Bircas HaMazon over the cup? 
The· Gemara answers: 

;.r,,,:.i i'l'7 D'l!~1 - He tastes it with his hand, i.e. he does 
not.drink directly from the cup, but spills some of the wine into his 

hand and drinks that wine. Since he has not drunk directly from 
the cup, the wine in the cup remains fit for Bircas HaMazon. l261 

The Gemara persists: 

,i, ,>.;1,t(l'Jl - But the master has said:l27J ':)''1¥ nn~ t,W tit.> 
,w,w - The cup of blessing requires a minimum amount.l281 

r.i,,,,,w~ i'l'1 n,r:ri; X?. XlJl - And by spilling some of the wine into 
his hand, he has made [ the cup J contain less than the required 
amount,t291 - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
r.r,,,,,w~ ,~y i'l'1 tu'!;ln - The Mishnah is discussing a cup that 
contained more than the required amount.tao1 

The Gemara persists: 

'~tl?. ti,:.i ,n,x X?!$ cw 1'.te D.t:C XlJl - But the Mishnah states: IF 

THERE IS NO OTHER wine BUT THAT CUP, which implies that there 
was one cup, i.e. a reviis, and no more. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 

IU'!;I~ 'llJ>.;11 '1l'} x°? '1T;I - The Mishnah's clause that "there is 
but one cup" means to imply that there is not enough wine 
for two cups; however, there is more wine than the minimum 
needed for one cup.ta11 

The Gemara persists: 

X'?r:t ,:;i, '~tt XlJl- ButR' Chiya taughtinaBaraisa: 'X>.lllf! n,~ 
D'"))?1X - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: m,t11tu} l'!lJ 7l7 ':)1;t)? - HE RECITES 

ABLESSINGOVERTHEWINEANDDRINKSIT, n~1:;I ':)1;t)? ':)~ 'llJ.\.C} 
l1l~lJ - AND AFTERWARDS RECITES BmCAS HAMAZON without a 
cup.l32l This Baraisa clearly states that the wine need not be left 
until Bircas HaMazon. Evidently, Beis Shammai hold that Bircas 
HaMazon does not require a cup of wine! - ? -

Having demonstrated that the two rulings attributed to Beis 
Shammai, are, in fact, contradictory, the Gemara concludes: 

,x>.;il{! n,:;,1 x;,~.tel '.te~tl '1T;I X?!$ - Rather, we must conclude that 
the conflicting statements as to whether or not Bircas HaMazon 
requires a cup are attributable to two Tannaim presenting dif
ferent versions ofBeis Shammai's position.t331 

The Gemara cites the second dispute mentioned in the Mish
nah: 
,,:,, D'"))?1X 'X>.;ll{! n,; - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY etc. [We f1!5t wash our 

hands, and afterwards pour the cup of wine and drink it. But Beis 
Hillel say: We first pour the cup and drink it, and afterwards wash 
our hands.] 

H;i Ut, - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: D'"))?1X. 'X>.lllf! n,; 
- BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: D!'J?1 l'?l?1l - WE FIRST WASH OUR BANDS 
to fulfill the Rabbinic obligation of washing for bread, ':)~ 'llJ.tel 
t,1!.llJ nl$ 1,i,,n - AND AFI'ERWARDS POUR THE CUP OF WINE and 
drink it.[341 M?r:tf;I 1'1!.llJ nl$ p;y1n 'l).;l1X MlJ.te D.l:C!V - FOR IF YOU 
should SUGGEST that WE POUR and drink THE CUP FIRST, prior to 

washing for bread, n>.;1t1>.;1 1'1!.llJ ,,,n~W l'i?l¥>.;I 1X)?le! X~'V M'lI~ 
'''l? - this would raise a CONCERN THAT LIQUID ON THE OUTSIDE 
OF THE CUP MIGHT CONTRACT TUMAH FROM ms BANDS,l35l 

NOTES 
24. Pesachim 105b; see above, note 22. 

25. Rashi; see Sifsei Chachamim. 

26. Beis Hillel, however, disagree, and maintain that even spilling from 
the wine into one's hand and drinking from the hand renders the 
remaining wine unfit for the cup of blessing. Thus, he must leave the 
entire cup for Bircas HaMazon (Rashba, Ritva; see there for another 
answer as well). 

27. Pesachim 105b; see above, note 22. 

28. A "cup of blessing" must contain at least a reviis halog, a quarter of 
a log (Rashbam toPesachim 105b). [A log is a liquid measure equal to the 
volume of six average hen's eggs. Thus, the "cup of blessing'' must 
contain wine equal in volume to one-and-a-half average hen's eggs.] 

29. The Gemara, at this point, assumes that the cup was the standard, 
halachically required cup, which measures exactly a reviis. Thus, after 
spilling some of the wine into his hand, the cup would no longer contain 
the required minimum amount for "the cup of blessing." 

30. And, thus, even after spilling out some of the wine, there remained 
a reviis of wine. 

31. Thus, there is enough wine to allow one to spill some off to taste, and 
still have the minimum amount needed for the cup of blessing. 

32. [The Baraisa discusses the case of one who has wine brought to him 
after the meal.] 

33. The Tanna of our Mishnah and the Baraisa ofR' Chiya maintain that 
according to Beis Shammai, Bircas HaMazon does not require a cup. [See 
Rashba, et al., who discuss if according to this, Beis Hillel necessarily 
hold that Bircas HaMazon does require a cup, and what the reasoning 
for the dispute would be.] The Tanna of the Baraisa cited above (which 
was · established to be the opinion of Beis Shammai according to R' 
Yehudah), however, maintains that Bircas HaMazon does require a cup 
according to Beis Shammai (Rashi, as emended by Maharsha). 

34. And we then proceed to eat the bread without washing our hands (see 
above, 51b note 5). 

35. I.e. there might be liquid on the outside of the cup which would 
contract tumah from his hands (which are tamei on the Rabbinic level 
until they are washed - see further below; see Shahbos 14a,b for the 
reason for this decree).[Cf. Tzlach.] 

To facilitate understanding of the upcoming passage of Gemara, an 
introduction to the laws of tumah transference is in order. A primary 
source of tumah (known as an av hatumah - see Keilim ch. 1 for a 
listing) transfers tumah by contact with a recipient person or object, 
which in turn becomes a carrier to transmit that tumah further. Upon 
transmission, however, the tumah generally becomes weakened, and the · 
recipient acquires a lower degree of tumah than that of the transmitter. 
Thus, a person or object that contracts tumah from an av hatumah is 
known as a ill$r,nu'? 1,wx1, rishon of tumah - i.e. one who is contaminated 
with the first degree of [derived] tumah, or, in short, rishon. The rishon, 
in turn, creates a ill$)?~"? '~IV. sheni of tumah - i.e. one contaminated 
with the second degree of derived tumah, or, in short, sheni. Asheni is the 
weakest form of tumah that can be acquired by objects that are chullin 
(as opposed to terumah or consecrated items). Thus, in most cases, an av 
hatumah will create a rishon, which in turn can create a sheni. 

Not every item can contract all levels of tumah. Under Biblical law, 
persons and utensils can contract tumah only from an av (or a human 
corpse, which is an even more powerful source of tumah ). Thus, a person 
or utensil can only become a rishon; if a rishon touches them, however, 
they remain tahor, and certainly they are tahor if they are touched by a 
sheni. The only items that a rishon can make into a sheni are foods and 
beverages. And foods or beverages that are tamei as a sheni cannot 
convey tumah to other chullin foods at all; thus, if a sheni touches 
unsanctified food, that food acquires no degree of tumah whatsoever. 

The Sages, however, instituted an exception to t~s last rule. They 
decreed that when a sheni touches a beverage ("beverage" in this 
context refers to the seven liquids listed in Machshirin 6:4: water, wine, 
bees' honey, olive oil, milk, dew, and blood), the beverage becomes a 
rishon, and is invested with the capacity to convey tumah to foods; there 
was also a decree that tamei beverages can transmit tumah to utensils 
(see Shabbos 14b and below, note 36). [The reason for these decrees, and 
their parameters, will be discussed in the notes to the following passage.] 

Another decree instituted by the Sages was that one must wash his 
hands before eating bread (netilas yadayim ). One of the reasons for this 
was that the Sages were concerned that one would come to eat bread of 
terumah with unwashed hands [which have the status of a sheni by 
Rabbinic decree], thereby rendering the terumah tamei as a shelishi (see 
Chullin 106a, and Mishnah Berurah 157:1; see also Aruch HaShulchan 
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t,l:,l~ n.1$ lX)?1;>'l l,fr;t!) - AND TIIEY IN TURN WILL TRANSMIT TUMAH 

TOTJIECUP.f36l 
The Gemara asks: 

t,i:ll? D''l? lt.>1;>'17' - But let the hands transmit tumah directly to 
the cup!f371 

The Gemara answers: 

111 nNIV D~'l? - Unwashed hands are no more than a sheni, 1'.t:.<1 
1'?.'P" ''1~ 7~ X7.1$ l'~ln:;i 'W'?l!i nww ,~w - and a sheni cannot 
make a shelishi in the case of chullin except through the 
medium of liquids. 1381 

The Gemara continues with its citation of the Baraisa: 
n,,r,iix 71;:I n,;1 - BUTBEIS HILLEL SAY: Oi:i>tt l'l.1$ Nfit.l - WE 
first POUR TIIE CUP of wine and drink it, t:1~1?7 l'?~il ':)~ ,IJ.t:.<1 -
AND AFTERWARDS WASH OUR HANDS.1391 1'?\'13 ,>.;liX l'l.l;l,t( t:11:tW 
:,vnl;I t:1~'1?7 - FOR IF YOU should SUGGEST that WE should WASH 
OUR .HANDS FffiST, prior to drinking the cup, 1X)?lp~ x~w n·m 

obtt l'l>.;lQ>.;l t:l~'l!~W 1'?.lfi>.;! - this would raise a CONCERN THAT THE 
LIQUID ON TIIE HANDS (i.e. any water which might remain on the 
hands after washing netilas yadayim and not drying them 
thoroughly)l40J WILL CONTRACT TUMAH FROM TIIE CUP,l4JJ 1,Tr;t!l 
t:l''l!tt l'l.1$ 1X)?1;>'1 - AND TIIEY WILL IN TURN TRANSMIT TUMAH TO 
THE HANDS.1421 

The Gemara asks: 
t:1~'1?7 ot.i '>.;11;>'~1 - But let the cup transmit tumah directly to the 
hands! Why did Beis Hillel say that there is a concern that the cup 
will transmit tumah to the water, which will in tum transmit 
tumah to the hands? Let the tumah be transmitted directly from 
the cup to the hands!l431 

The Gemara answers: 
t:11,te X>.;11;>)? ,7:;, 1'.t:.< - A utensil such as the cup being discussed, 
which only acquired tumah from a rishon and not from an au 
hatumah, r441 cannot transmit tumah to a person.1451 

NOTES 
157:1-4). The Sages instituted that the hands be washed so that they 
would remain talwr throughout the meal, and not render any terumah 
tamei. [As to whether these strictures dictated by our Mishnah apply 
even nowadays, when we are all considered tamei in any event, see Rosh 
Yosef here i"n il"i, Chazon !sh to Yadayim 7:11; and to Orach Chaim 
23:8 and 25:12; see also Mishnah Berurah andAruch HaShulchan ibid.] 

36. The Mishnah (Parah 8:7) states: Anything that invalidates terumah 
[i.e. any sheni, which has the capacity to make terumah prohibited 
through contact) contaminates liquids to be a beginning of tumah [i.e. it 
makes the liquids a rishon ]. Thus, when unwashed hands, which have 
the status of a sheni (see Zavim 5:12 and Shabbos 13b), come in contact 
with a liquid that spilled over onto the outside of the cup, that liquid 
will become a rishon, which in turn will transmit tumah to the outside 
of the cup (see previous note). [Only the outside of the cup is affected by 
this Rabbinic tumah; the reason for this will be explained below.] Using 
such a cup [i.e. a cup whose outside is tamei - see Gemara below] is 
prohibited according to Beis Shammai. Therefore, in order to prevent 
this from occurring, Beis Shammai require that we wash our hands 
prior to drinking the cup, so that our hands will be tahor, and thus 
incapable of transmitting tumah when the cup of wine is poured (see 
Rashi). 

37. Without the medium of the liquid. I.e. why did Beis Shammai say 
that there is a concern that the hands will transmit tumah to the water, 
which will in turn transmit tumah to the cup? Let the tumah be 
transmitted directly from the hands to the cup! (Rashi). 

38. I.e. the sheni touches the liquid, which now becom;s a rishon 
through a Rabbinic decree, and can thus convey tumah in turn to 
chullin foods. It would also convey tumah to the utensil (see Rashi). 
Rashi asks the obvious question: From a Biblical standpoint, utensils 
can only contract tumah from an av hatumah. Therefore, even though 
the liquid is a rishon it should still not be able to transmit tumah to the 
utensil, which can only contract tumah through contact with an av 
hatumah ! Rashi answers that although this liquid is still [not an av 
hatumah, but] only a rishon which cannot transmit tumah to a cup 
from a Biblical standpoint, there is a Rabbinic decree that a liquid 
which is a rishon does transmit tumah to a utensil. This decree was 
legislated on account of liquids that are secretions of a zav or zavah 
(such as saliva and urine), which, being avos hatumah, do transmit 
tumah to utensils. Lest one err that they, too, are the same as other 
tamei liquids, and do not transmit tumah to utensils, the Sages decreed 
that all tamei liquids contaminate utensils (Rashi ). See also Ritva and 
Rashash. [The Sages did not decree, however, that such tamei liquid can 
render a person tamei - see Mishnah Acharonah to Zavim 5:12.] 

39. Beis Hillel are not at all concerned with the issue raised by Beis 
Shammai, viz. that if one pours the cup before netilas yadayim, his 
unwashed hands may transmit tumah to the liquid on the outside of the 
cup, which will in turn transmit tumah to the cup. For when a liquid 
rishon touches the outside of a utensil, it transmits tumah only to the 
outside of the utensil, not to its inside (see below), and Beis Hillel are of 
the opinion that one is permitted to use a utensil whose outside is tamei 
and inside is tahor. Thus, according to Beis Hillel, pouring the cup prior 
to netilas yadayim raises no concerns whatsoever, whereas washing 
netilas yadayim prior to pouring the cup does raise a concern, as Beis 

Hillel proceed to explain (see Rashi; see also Tos. HaRosh and Tos. R' 
Yehudah HeChasid). 

40.Rashi. 

41. For, as stated above (note 39), Beis Hillel maintain that it is 
permissible to use a cup whose outside is tamei and inside is tahor. 
Thus, the outside of the cup will transmit tumah to the water on his 
hands which are wet from washing, and render the water a rishon [as 
explained above, notes 35 and 36] (Rashi). 

42. For the water, which is now a rishon, can transmit tumah to the 
hands (see Yadayim ch. 2 and 3:1; see also below, note 45), validating 
thereby the previous washing. Thus, ifhe would proceed to eat bread on 
the basis of the washing performed prior to the pouring of the cup, he 
would come to be eating with hands that are tamei. This would defeat 
the purpose of the netilas yadayim, which was to remove the tumah 
from his hands [see above, note 35l"(see Rashi). 

[Tosafos ask: Since Beis Hillel are concerned that one might not dry 
his hands properly after netilas yadayim, how is this concern alleviated 
by pouring and drinking the cup prior to netilas yadayim? The same 
concern should exist throughout the meal! For perhaps he will not dry 
his hands thoroughly after washing for bread, and thus, when drinking 
from the cup during the meal, the water on his hands will contract 
tumah from the cup and transmit the tumah to his hands! Tosafos 
answer that since it is prohibited to eat bread with hands that are not 
properly dried (see Sotah 4b), there is no concern that one would not 
dry his hands properly before eating the bread. As a result, his hands 
will definitely be dry when he drinks from the cup during the meal. It is 
only when drinking from the cup prior to eating bread that there exists 
a concern that his hands might not be thoroughly dried.] 

43. The Gemara's question is the following: Beis Hillel prohibit washing 
for bread prior to pouring the cup out of concern that one might not dry 
his hands thoroughly, and thus, the water on his hands will contract 
tumah from the outside of the cup and transmit it to the hands. To 
remedy this concern, Beis Hillel requires that one wash after pouring 
the cup, prior to eating bread, so that no possibility of him touching the 
cup with wet hands will exist (see previous note). But if the cup can 
transmit tumah directly to the hands without the medium of water, 
nothing would be gained by washing after the pouring of the cup, as the 
hands could in any case contract tumah from the cup, even when 
drinking from the cup with dry hands during the meal (Rashi). 

44. When a utensil contracts tumah from an av hatumah, both its inside 
and its outside become tamei. It is only when the outside of a utensil 
contracts tumah from a liquid which is a rishon, that only its outside 
and not its inside becomes tamei (see Keilim 25:6, and below, 52b note 
4). Thus, a cup, whose outside is tamei and inside is tahor, whose use 
Beis Hillel permit, could have only contracted tumah from a liquid 
which is a rishon [which renders the cup a sheni]. 

[Neither Beis Shammai nor Beis Hillel concern themselves with the 
possibility that the cup might be a rishon - capable of transmitting 
tumah directly to the hand (see next note) - for all agree that the use 
of such a cup is not permitted.] 

45. From a Biblical standpoint, a person can only contract tumah from 
an av hatumah. Rabbinically, however, if one's hands touch a rishon, 
his hands themselves (not his whole body) contract tumah, and require 
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'The Gemara asks: 
,fo*V 1'?.!f>,? '~'="'~l - But let [the cup] transmit tumah to the 
]igirld that is inside it! How can Beis Hillel permit one to drink 
from a cup which is tamei ?1461 

The Gemara answers: 
fi;?,9V. 1'?.tf>,:;, ,,,,n~ U<l?t?~W ,7:;,:;i X~lJ - Here, we are dealing 
ltltli a utensil (i.e. a cup) whose outer side contracted tumah 

through coming in contact with tamei liquids,1471 ,,ni,;, t:,1n1 

xi,i,;, 1:.i~, - whose inside remains tahor, and only its outside is 
tamei. l~J;l1 - As we learned in a Mishnah:1461 lX)?t?~W ,7:;, 
l'j:?!f>,:;, ,,,,n~ - A UTENSIL WHOSE OUTSIDE CONTRACTED TUMAJ 

THROUGH coming in contact with tamei LIQUIDs,1491 ,,,,n~ 
D'l:C>,t? - ITS OUTSIDE IS TAMEI, 15o1 

NOTES 
washing to be purified (see Yadayim 3:1-2). There is a dispute in 
Tractate Yadayim (ibid.) between R' Yehoshua and the Sages, as to 
whether hands which touch a sheni also contract tumah. R' Yehoshua 
compares all sheniyos to a scroll of Scriptural text, which has the 
status of a sheni and yet renders a hand that comes in contact with it a 
sheni (see Zavim 5:12 and Shahbos 13b). The Sages, however, maintain 
that a sheni cannot render hands that come in contact with it a sheni; 
in their view, a scroll of Scriptural text is an exception to the rule, . 
rather than the norm. Thus, a cup whose outside is tamei and inside is 
tahor, which is only a sheni (see previous note), cannot transmit tumah 
to 4ands directly, according to the halachically accepted view of the 
Sages. 

Therefore, during the meal, when the hands are dry (see above, note 
42), there is no concern that the cup whose outside is a sheni will 
transmit tumah to the hands. [Such a concern exists only when the 
hands are wet from washing before the meal, for then the cup which is 
a sheni can render the water on the hands a rishon (above, note 36), 
which in turn renders the hands a sheni. ]. 

[Rashi notes that grease from cooked foods, which at times might be 
dripping on the hands during the meal, is not classified as liquid, and is 
therefore not transmitted into a rishon should it touch the c.-up.] 
46. [One who eats food that is tamei becomes a sheni himself, by 

Rabbinic decree (Shahbos 13b). Furthermore, if Beis Hillel are 
concerned about. the status of the person's hands, then certainly they 
would agree that steps must be taken to protect the tahor status of the 
food that he is eating (see Ritva).] 

47. [I.e. whose outside came in contact with tamei liquids. This renders 
only the outside of the cup tamei, not the inside, as the Gemara will 
proceed to explain.] Rashi notes that we are only discussing a cup made 
from metal or wood, which contracts tumah through contact with its 
outside. Earthenware, however, does not contract tumah from its 
outside at all, even when a Biblical tumah is involved [see Mishnah, 
Chullin 24b]. 

48. Keilim 25:6. 

49. This ruling pertains to all liquids which contracted tumah, 
regardless of the source of that tumah. For even liquids which contract 
tumah from a sheni are rendered a rishon [as explained above, note 35], 
which in turn can transmit tumah [on the Rabbinic level] to a utensil 
[as above, note 38] (see Rashi ). 

50. Although, from a Biblical standpoint, people and utensils can only 
contract tumah from an av hatumah, the Rabbis decreed that liquid 
which is a rishon does transmit tumah to a utensil [for the reason stated 
above, note 38] (see Rashi ). 
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1''11i1~ ,,·m 1lT,t(, 1l~1x, t:l\li - but ITS INSIDE, ITS RIM,[l] ITS EARf21 

AND ITS HANDLES[3J ARE TAHOR. (41 t::itn X)?~~ - But if ITS INSIDE 

CONTRACTED TUMAH through contact with tamei liquids, X)?t,,~ 

11,mi - THE ENTffiE [UTENSIL) (i.e. its inside, its outside, its rim, e~s 
and handles) IS TAMEI. [SJ 

The Gemara explains the dispute between Beis Shammai and 
Beis Hillel: 
,;7~,~ xK ,xi,~ - What is the underlying point of their dispute? 
,"l!?9 ,x~w n,; - Beis Shammai hold that ,?:;,:;i w~l,:llfil'.17 "ln:i,te 
1,?!fii,~ ,,11n~ lX)?~~W - it is forbidden to use a utensil whose 
outside contracted tumah through a liquid, emu~ i11t~ 
n1Ytil,~ - as a precautionary measure because of droplets.f61 

They therefore hold that one must take care not to pour the cup 
before washing his hands, for this might result, as explained above, 
in the outside of the cup contracting tumah. r7i x~W "1I~~7 x~,7, 
ot,:,; Ct!?!i!W l,P.lfi~tr 1x,;i1g, - And, furthermore, because Beis 
Shammai hold that such a cup may not be used, there is no reason 
to pour the cup prior to washing the hands as a precautionary 
measure lest the liquid on his hands (i.e. the water with which 
he washed netilas yadayim) contract tumah from the outside of 
the cup,rsi because the cup is invariably tahor! ,"l!?9 ',?:, n,;1 -
But Beis Hillel hold that ,,,1n~ lX)?~~W ,?!?ZI IU~tilfil'.17 "1.J;ll~ 
T'?lfii,~ - it is permitted to use a utensil whose outside con
tracted tumah through a liquid, ,r::r,:;,lfi x·', n1y1y,~ ,,,;i,te - for 
they say that we do not have to be concerned with droplets,(91 for 
they are not common.(lOJ C~'l?!i!W l,j.11.pi, lX)?t;,, x~w IUJJ,1;17 x~,~, 
ot,:itr ni,01;1 - And since the outside of the cup may be tamei, one 
should not wash his hands prior to pouring the cup, as there is a 
concern that the liquid on his hands (i.e. the water with which 
he washed) might contract tumah from the cup. 

The Gemara continues with its citation of Beis Hillel's state
ment in the Baraisa: 

"llJ-te "1!;11 - ANOTHER POINT in explanation of why one pours and 
drinks the cup prior to washing for bread is that c,1? n'?,i,,h l:)~ti 
i1"J1S11? - IMMEDIATELY after THE WASHING OF THE HANDS, THE 
MEAL SHOULD FOLLOW.fl1J 

The Gemara elaborates: 
"llJ-te "1!;11 ,x1_;1 - What is the need for Beis Hillel to mention 
"another point"? The Gemara answers: ',';,:, n,; 1;,7 ,"ll?.1$K ,:;,v 
,x~w n,;7 - This is what Beis Hillel are saying to Beis Sham
mai: 1n,"ll?.1$11::,1,"!7 - Even according to you, who say that 
1,~1;1~ ,,,,n-!$W ,?:;,:;i w~ti!fil'.17 "110.1$ - it is forbidden to use a 
utensil whose outside contracted tumah through a liquid, 
n1y1y,~ c1iu~ W"!T~1 - as a precautionary. measure because of 
droplets,r121 x~,"!l!, x;:i ,:;,;:i ,~,!;!~ - even so, this method [i.e. to 
pour and drink the cup before washing the hands] is preferable, 
i11W1? c,1? z,7,t,,~? l:)~.IJ1 - for immediately after the washing of 
the hands, the meal should follow.f13l 

The Gemara cites the third dispute mentioned in the Mishnah: 
•1::,i m?-)? c,"!)?1X ,x~l{i n,; - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: HE WIPES etc. 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa which elaborates upon this dispute: 
1r~'l ll.J;I - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: c,,,;i,x ,x~w n,; 
- BEIS s~ SAY: . ;,~~!ii ,,,? m?-1? - After one washes his 
hands for bread, HE WIPES ms HANDS WITH THE NAPKIN ;,rri,lbl 

11J7't'tr ?ll - AND PLACES IT ON THE TABLE. ?ll "1l;,l1X i1.J;l-te ;~~ 
ni;;,;itr - FOR IF YOU should SUGGEST that HE place it ON THE 

CUSHION, Z1'?ft'I ni,q1;1 i1~~!i!W l,j.1lfii, lX)?t;,~ X~W i11J~ - this 
would raise a CONCERN THAT THE LIQUIDS IN THE NAPKIN(I4J MIGHT 

CONTRACTTUMAHFROMTHE CUSIDON,f151 t:l~'l?tr n,tc lXI?~,, 1"1Tm) 
- AND THEY WILL IN TURN TRANSMIT TUMAH TO THE HANDS.f16J 

The Gemara interjects: 
;,~~? n9;, ;,r,!1?~~1 - But let the cushion transmit tumah directly 
to the napkin! Why are Beis Shammai only concerned with the 
water in the napkin contracting tumah from the cushion, and not 

NOTES 
1. This refers to the rim of the utensil, which is curled over towards the 
outside of the utensil, and is fit for use (Rashi; cf. Tiferes Yisrael to 
Keilim ibid. §32.). 
2. I.e. an ear-shaped handle, like those found on pitchers (see Rashi ). 
3. I.e. a straight handle, like those found on frying pans (Rashi). 

4. As stated above (52a notes 32 and 47), the tumah contracted by a 
utensil from a liquid which is a rishon is only due to Rabbinic decree, and 
is not of Biblical origin. The Rabbis wanted people to realize that the 
tumah contracted by the utensil from such liquids is only Rabbinic, so 
that they should not mistakenly burn terumah or kodesh that contracts 
tumah from that utensil [as one who does so would be violating the 
prohibition against destroying terumah or kodashim which are Bibli
cally tahor ]. Therefore, they marked this tumah with a distinguishing 
characteristic: Whereas ordinarily a utensil which contracts tumah is 
always tamei on both sides, a non-earthenware utensil whose outside is 
touched by liquids that are a rishon (not an av hatumah) is tamei only 
on its outside, but not on its inside. This distinguishing characteristic 
will remind people that the utensil's tumah is Rabbinic rather than 
Biblical (Rashi; see next note). ' 

5. The Sages did not institute that in this case the inside of the utensil 
should be tamei and the outside tahor, because they felt that a single 
case of distinction between this Rabbinic tumah and Biblical tumah was 
sufficient. And they chose to create the distinction in the case of a utensil 
whose outside became tamei, because even in Biblical law we find that 
the capacity of a utensil to contract tumah is greater if the tumah 
touches its inside - in the case of an earthenware vessel [which can 
contract tumah only when its inside is touched by the tumah] (Tiferes 
Yisrael to Keilim 25:1). 
6. Beis Shammai prohibit using a cup whose outside is tamei out of 
concern that some of the liquid contained inside the cup will splash out 
of the cup onto the outside of the cup. The liquid would then contract 
tumah from the cup and transmit it to the hands. 
7. I.e. it is imperative to wash netilas yadayim prior to pouring the cup, 
so that one's unwashed hands (which are Rabbinically tamei as a sheni) 

not transmit tumah to the outside of the cup (as explained on 52a) [and 
prohibit its use] (Rashi ). 

8. As Beis Hillel maintain. 

9. I.e. with the possibility that droplets might splash onto the outside of 
the cup, contract tumah from the cup, and transmit it to the hands. 

10. And, thus, there is no need to wash netilas yadayim prior to pouring 
the cup so that the hands not transmit tumah to the cup (as maintained 
by Beis Shammai), for we do not care if the outside of the cup becomes 
tamei (Rashi). 

11. I.e. one should not interrupt (by drinking wine) between netilas 
yadayim and the beginning of the meal (i.e. eating bread). 

12. And accordingly, in your view there is a legitimate concern that if we 
pour and drink the wine prior to netilas yadayim, the hands might 
transmit tumah to the cup, which would prohibit its use. 

13. And this halachah takes precedence over the concern that there 
might be droplets on the outside of the cup which will contract tumah 
from his hands and transmit it to the cup (see Rashi). See Tosafos to 
Pesachim 106b J'lY.l'T il"1 and Drach Chaim 166 with Mishnah Berurah 
for the reasons and parameters of this law; regarding the custom of some 
to wash before Kiddush, see Ritva and Meiri here. 

14. If the napkin is still damp from the drying of the hands, the moisture 
is classified as a liquid which can contract and transmit tumah (Rashi; 
see Gemara above (25a,b) for the amount of dampness which must be 
present). 

15. All agree that one may eat a meal while reclining on a cushion which 
is a rishon or a sheni (see Meiri). Thus, if he would place the damp 
napkin on the cushion, the moisture in the napkin would contract 
tumah from the cushion and be rendered a rishon (as explained above, 
52a note 32). 

16. When, as is usually done, he wipes his food-sullied hands in the 
napkin during the meal, the moisture in the napkin, which has been 
rendered a rishon, will transmit tumah to his hands, thereby invalidat· 
ing the prior netilas yadayim (Rashi). 
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with the napkin itself contracting tumah from the cushion?c171 
The Gemara answers: 

'?:P k))l~l? '?:;, T'-l:C - A utensil which is not an av hatumah cannot 
transmit tumah to another utensil,UBJ 

The Gemara asks: 
l'l'!;llll k'J!:1~7 n~;;, l'I'!)?~~· - But let the cushion transmit tumah 
to the person himself, who is reclining on it. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
tl'!,te k))l~l? '?:P l'-l:C - A utensil which is not an av hatumah cannot 
transmit tumah to a person.U91 

The Baraisa returns to its citation of the Baraisa. 
tl'"))?lk ??.::T n,;, - BUT BEIS HILLEL SAY: n~;;,;:i 'l7 - After 
wiping his hands with the napkin, he places it ON THE cusmoN. 

llJ7~u ?3.l i~lk il,tl.15 ti~!¥ - FOR IF YOU should SUGGEST that HE 

place it ON THE TABLE, n,,q~ il,,,~w tl'i?tfi"' lk)?\?! k~W il'JH 
TIJ7~u - this would raise a CONCERN THAT THE LIQUIDS IN THE 

NAPKIN MIGHT CONTRACT TUMAH BECAUSE OF THE TABLE,[201 

l'?~lkv n~ ik)?~'l iiyrm - AND THEY WILL IN TURN TRANSMIT 

TUMAHTO THE FOOD on the table.c211 
The.Gemara asks: 

1:i,n:;,w l'?~1k? TIJ7~ k,;i~71 - But let the table transmit tumah 
to the food that is on it?c221 

The Gemara answers: 
Wi?l?l7 ,;w Ti:t'?~;i k~v - Here we are dealing with a table that 
is a sheni, l'i?tfi"' '".!! ,3.1 kV~ l'?•n;i 'l!-i'?tfi i1'¥1S7 ,;IP. l'-l:Cl - and a 
sheni cannot make a shelishi in the case of chullin, c231 except 
through the medium of liquids.c241 

The Gemara explains the dispute: 
'~7!;)'t,IK 'k"':P - What is the underlying point of their dispute? 
,1:;i9 'k))IIV n,; - Beis Shammai hold that ut,;i,t1tp::T7 ,n,,te 

,;w Ti:t'?~;i - it is forbidden to use a table which is a sheni 
il)?ii.i;i ,'7.:;i1k c,wr,i il'J!; - as a precautionary measure because 
of those who eat terumah. c251 '1!:19 ??.::T n,;, - But Beis Hillel 
hold that ,;w 1i:i'?~;i ut,;i,t1tp::i7 i,ttu~ - it is permitted to use a 
table which is a sheni, tit! l'T'1T il)?iii;, '?.:;i1k - for those who 
eat terumah are conscientious.c201 

The Gemara continues its citation of Beis Hillel's statement in 
the Baraisa: 
,i,.15 ,~, - ANOTHER POINT: il'Jll'ltl tr.i l'?•n'? tl!'l? n7,1,7~ l'.te -
THERE IS NO requirement of WASHING THE HANDS FOR CHULLIN 
UNDER BIBLICAL LAW.[271 

The Gemara elaborates: 
ii,.15 ,~, 'k"' - What is the need for Beis Hillel to mention 
"another point"? 'k))ll{I n,;7 ??.::T n,; 1i17 '':!l?tc~ ,:;ii, - This is 
what Beis Hillel are saying to Beis Shammai: 'k"' ,,1?'.t:I ,:;i1 
WW'!IJ1 l'?~lk ,;i k~tfi - And if you shall ask:C281 What is th~ 
difference between "food," that we are concerned about it 
contracting tumah from the liquid in the napkin, ,;ii k~l!,i 'k~l 
ww,~r:i J<'?1 tl''J? - and "hands," that we are not as conoorned 
about them contracting tumah from the liquid in the napkin?C29J 
.K~,,~ kv ,:;ii, '~'!;It$ - I will answer that nevertheless, this 
concern, that the food might contract tumah when the wet napkin 
is placed on the table, is more important than the concern that 
the hands might contract tumah when the wet napkin is placed on 
the cushion. il'J1l'l;:t lt,I l'?lM7 tl''J? n7,1,7~ l'.te1 - For there is no 
requirement of washing the hands for chullin under Biblical 
law.c3o1 kJ;l'!'11k1t,1 ,i?'l! 1i17 n,'7.1 tl!'J? 1k)?\?~W ::,.yn~ - There
fore, it is better to take a chance that hands, [whose tumahJ 
has no Biblical source, should contract tumah, 1klilt.?' '.151 
.Ktt'nlk1l;i ij?'l! 1i17 n,~1 tl'?~lk - and not to take a chan"ce that 

NOTES 
17. The Gemara assumes at this point that the cushion can transmit 
tumah to the napkin itself; accordingly, it should be prohibited to place 
even a dry napkin on the cushion. Thus, the Gemara asks: Why do Beis 
Shammai only prohibit placing the moist napkin on the cushion? (see 
Ritva). 

[An apparent difficulty: Even according to the Gemara's under
standing at this point that the cushion can transmit tumah to the 
napkin, it could only render it a sheni (only liquid in a wet napkin is 
capable of contracting tumah and being rendered a rishon [see 
above, 52a note 32], which will in turn render the hands sheniyos ); and 
a sheni is incapable of transmitting tumah to the hands! See Ritva for 
an answer.] 

18. Thus, the cushion cannot transmit tumah to a dry napkin. 

19. And although the hands themselves do contract tumah from a 
rishon by Rabbinic decree, he will be careful to avoid touching the 
cushion with his hands in the event that the cushion is a rishon 
(Rashi). 

[Although there are utensils that have the status of an av hatumah -
for example, a bed that a zav sat upon - a person who wished to remain 
tahor would certainly be cautious to avoid sitting upon such a bed (Tos. 
HaRosh).] 

20. For as the Gemara will state below, Beis Hillel maintain that it is 
permissible to eat on a table which is a sheni (Rashi). 

21. I.e. if the wet napkin is placed on the table where there is food, there 
is a concern that the liquid in the napkin, which contracts tumah from 
the table, will come in contact with some of the food on the table and 
transmit tumah to it. 

22. [Literally: in it.] I.e. since the table is tamei, how will placing the 
napkin on the cushion remedy the concern of the food contracting 
tumah? Even without the napkin, the table will transmit tumah 
directly to the food! 

23. For the furthest degree of tumah to which chullin are susceptible is 
that of sheni. 
24. For then the liquids are rendered a rishon (above, 52a note 32), 
which in turn render the food a sheni. Thus, there is no concern that a 
table that is a sheni will transmit tumah to the food on the table, for a 

sheni cannot transmit tumah to chullin to render them a shelishi. If, 
however, the wet napkin were to be placed on the table, the table would 
render the liquid in the napkin a rishon, which would in turn render the 
food that it touches a sheni. 

25. Although a sheni does not make a shelishi in chullin, it does make 
a shelishi in terumah. I.e. terumah that comes in contact with a sheni 
becomes pasul and must be burned. Therefore, it is definitely 
prohibited for a Kohen to eat terumah on a table which is a sheni, as the 
table would render any terumah placed upon it a shelishi. Beis 
Shammai, therefore, maintain that a table which is a sheni may not be 
used even for chullin, out of concern that it may inadvertently be used 
for terumah as well. 

26. Thus, we do not have to be concerned that by permitting the use of 
a table which is a sheni for chullin, someone might use it for terumah as 
well. 

[The Gemara does not use the familiar expression, "Kohanim are 
conscientious" (as in Shabbos 20a), because it wishes to include even 
those [non-Kohanim] who are eating their chullin food at the level of 
taharah required of terumah (Sifsei Chachamim ).] 

27. See note 30. 

28. Literally: and if you will say. 

29. I.e. since according to Beis Hillel both the table and the cushion can 
be tamei, why is it better to place the wet napkin on the cushion, rather 
than on the table? Why are Beis Hillel concerned that placing the wet 
napkin on the table will transmit tumah from the table to the food, and 
yet are not concerned that placing the wet napkin on the cushion will 
transmit tumah from the cushion to the hands? 

30. Under Biblical law, a person's hands are not a separate entity to 
themselves which can contract tumah from a rishon. Rather, they are 
but a part of the person's entire body, which can only contract turnah 
from an av hatumah. [And, even if they and the person are tamei, there 
is no Biblical requirement to become tahor before eating chullin foo?.l 

. It is only under Rabbinic law that hands are treated as a separate entity 
that contracts tumah from a rishon, and requires netilas yadayi,n to 
remove such tumah before eating any bread, even if it is chullin. [See 
also Hagahos R' Elazar Moshe Horowitz.] 
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food, [ whose tumah] has a Biblical source, r31i should contract 
tumah.r32i 

The Gemara cites the fourth dispute mentioned in the Mish
nah: 
'1!:11 1,,:;i~)? c,,)?i.K ,xi,tv r,,; - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: At the end of 
the meal, WE first SWEEP etc. 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa which elaborates on this dispute: 
m11 UJ;I - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: c,,)?i.K ,xi,w r,,; 
- BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: r,,~tt n,te 1,,:;i~)? - At the end of the meal, 
we first sweep the room (i.e. the· area where the meal was 
eaten),f33l c,1?? P?~il ,~ 'it'U:.(7 - and afterwards we wash our 
hands with mayim acharonim. c,1?? 1,?~il 11;,li.K l'll;l,ti: D.1:(1¥ 
n7i,.r;, - FOR IF YOU should SUGGEST that WE WASH THE HANDS 
with mayim acharonim FffiST, prior to removing the leftover food, 
1,?;,i.KlJ l1,!;C i,Ql?l;,l l'lJ;l,t( .K¥)?~ - IT WILL BE FOUND THAT YOU ARE 
DESTROYING THE FOOD.r34J 

The Gemara explains further: 
1n', x,,:11:, x-C, n'mn ,xr.110 r,,:,.r, c,,, r,',,t,l ',:ix - But Beis 
Sh~~ do n~t- holi ~f w~hi~g· th~ ·han~ with mayim 
acharonim first. .KJ?l?~ ,xi, - What is the reason? tlltu~ 

1,,,,,~ - Because of the leftover pieces ofbread.f35J 
The Gemara continues with its citation of the Baraisa: 

c,"))?i.K ','i?i'.1 i,,~, - BUT BEIS HILLEL SAY: c;,r:i ,,~7.IJ IZi~q; ti!'.( 

.Km - IFTHEWAITERISATORAHSCHOLAR, ll:'.l;t 1Zi!!¥ l,")11,~ ',~ll 
n,r;, - HE TAKES away, prior to washing mayim acharonim, THE 
PIECES of leftover bread THAT ARE THE SIZE OF AN OLIVE, IJ,~~l 
r,,!~ llJ;t 1,,ti:!¥ 1,,,.,,~ - AND LEAVES THE PIECES THAT ARE LESS 
THAN AN OLIVE.[36l 

The Gemara notes: 
nr:i1, ,;,117 ::r,? v,!~I? - This Baraisa supports the statement ofR' 
Yochanan. nr:i,, ,;,11 'il;,l,t(":J - For R' Yochanan said: 1,,,,,!il 
,?~ n:;i,ti:7 1J;llt.l l1,!~ cry;i 1,~w - It is permitted to destroy, even 
directly, pieces of bread that are less than the size of an olive. 
I.e. the prohibition against destroying food does not pertain to 
pieces of food smaller than an olive. r37J 

The Gemara explains the dispute: 
,~7i;,,~~ ,xi,:;i - What is the underlying point of their dispute? 
,1:;i9 ','!?i'.1 n,; - Beis Hillel hold that Dl7 lli~W:;i IZi~JJ!Vi'.17 111:,~ 
f'1,t(lJ - it is forbidden to use a waiter who is an ignoramus.r3sJ 
,.,~9 ,xi,w r,,~, - But Beis Shammai hold that IZii,JJ!Vi'.17 i.1;11t.1 

NOTES 
31. Under Biblical law, foods of chullin which come in contact with a 
rishon are rendered a sheni. Therefore, although the actual tumah that 
will be transmitted from the table through the liquid in the wet napkin 
to the food is only due to a series of Rabbinic decrees, we are still 
more concerned about such tumah than about the · transmission of 
tumah to the person's hands, for such tumah has no Biblical source 
whatsoever. 

[Even Beis Hillel, however, are concerned about possible tumah to 
the hands in certain cases, as demonstrated in the Gemara above, 
where they mandate the pouring of the cup before the washing of the 
hands so that the liquid on the cup will not render the washing of the 
hands invalid. It is only in a case such as this, where only one of the two 
possibilities can be guarded against, that Beis Hillel discount the 
possibility of the hands contracting tumah (Ritva).] 
32. Our elucidation of the Gemara follows our text, which is also the 
text ascribed to by Tosafos. Tosafos explain [that according to this text] 
the clause "another point" stated here in the Baraisa does not mean 
"another reason for Beis Hillel's ruling," as it does in the previous 
Gemara. Rather, it is meant as an explanation ofBeis Hillel's position: 
Why are Beis Hillel more concerned about food tumah than hand 
tumah? [See Ras hash and Hagahos R' Elazar Moshe Horowitz, who ask 
why (according to this text) it was at all necessary for the Gemara to 
explain that food tumah is of greater importance than hand tumah. For 
even if the two tumos would be equal, it would make more sense to place 
the napkin on the tamei cushion, where it will only transmit tumah to 
the hands, rather than on the tamei table, where it will transmit tumah 
to both the hands and the food!] 

Tosafos also cite a variant text, according to which the clause 
"another point" means "another reason," as it does in the previous 
cases. According to this second version of the Gemara, Beis Hillel are 
saying to Beis Shammai: Even according to you, who maintain that one 
may not use a table which is a sheni, it is nevertheless better that the 
napkin be placed on the tamei cushion, rather than on the tahor table, 
lest one inadvertently use a tamei table and transmit tumah to food, 
whose tumah has a Biblical source. It appears that Rashi follows this 
text (see Tosafos ,nx ,::i, ol"1). 

33. See above, 51b note 8. 
34. For some of the mayim acharonim might splatter on the leftover 
food and render it repulsive (Rashi; cf. Gaon cited by Rashba, and see 
Ritva; see also Sheleimah Mishnaso ). 
35. Which will be rendered repulsive by the mayim acharonim, as stated 
above. 

[The Gemara's explanation seems superfluous, as it does not appear 
to add anything to the Baraisa. See Hagahos HaBach and Dikdukei 
Soferim, who indeed delete this explanation from the text. Shenos 
Eliyahu and Rashash, however, explain that the Gemara means to 
point out that this dispute differs from the previous disputes, in which 
Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel maintain diametrically opposed positions. 
In the first dispute, Beis Shammai maintain that one must recite the 

blessing over the sanctity of the day prior to the borei pri hagafen, 
whereas Beis Hillel maintain that one must recite the borei pri hagafen 
first. In the second dispute, Beis Shammai maintain that one must 
wash netilas yadayim prior to pouring the cup, whereas Beis 
Hillel maintain that one must first pour the cup. In the third 
dispute, Beis Shammai maintain that one must place the napkin on the 
table and not on the cushion, whereas Beis Hillel maintain that 
one must place it on the cushion and not on the table. We would 
thus be inclined to say that in this dispute as well, Beis Shammai 
maintain that one must sweep prior to washing mayim acharonim, 
whereas Beis Hillel maintain that one must wash mayim acharonim 
first. The Gemara, therefore, stresses Beis Shammai's reasoning to 
show that this dispute differs from the previous ones. In this dispute, it 
is only Beis Shammai who maintain that a specific sequence must be 
followed, so that the mayim acharonim should not spill on the leftover 
food. Beis Hillel, however, are of the opinion that no specific order is 
mandated; thus, they do not mean to say that one must wash mayim 
acharonim first, but only that one may wash mayim acharonim first. 
See also Sheleimah Mishnaso. ] 

36. As the Gemara proceeds to explain, the prohibition of destroying 
food pertains only to pieces the size of an olive or larger. Thus, the 
waiter need not totally clean the area before mayim acharonim is used; 
he only has to remove the larger pieces prior to washing mayin 
acharonim, and may clear away the other leftovers after mayim 
acharonim. 

37. [Although it is permitted to destroy pieces of food smaller than an 
olive, it is not permitted to step on them, as stepping on food is a greater 
disgrace of the food than destroying it. Indeed, the Gemara states in 
Chullin (105b) that one who steps on crumbs brings poverty upon 
himself. It is for this reason that, although one removed the pieces that 
are an olive size or more prior to mayim acharonim, he must 
nevertheless sweep up the remaining pieces after mayim acharonim (as 
ruled by Beis Hillel in the Mishnah). For although we are not concerned 
about the smaller pieces being rendered repulsive by the mayim 
acharonim, we are concerned that they not be stepped upon (Tosafos, 
according to Magen Avraham 180:3; cf. Beis Yosef and Shulchan Aruch, 
Orach Chaim 180:4). See also Sheleimah Mishnaso. 

38. I.e. one who is not knowledgeable about the laws of meals (see 
Meiri). Accordingly, there is no concern that if we wash mayim 
acharonim prior to sweeping away the leftovers, one will transgress the 
prohibition of destroying food by spilling the mayim acharonim on it 
and rendering it repulsive. For the waiter, who is a Torah scholar, 
knows to remove the larger pieces before mayim acharonim. 

[See also Sifsei Chachamim, who discusses this Gemara and how it is 
reconciled with the ruling that one is not permitted to have a Torah 
scholar serve him (see Megillah 28b, and see Yoreh Deah 243:6). 
However, according to the Meiri cited above, the Gemara is using t~e 
term "Torah scholar" here simply to refer to someone who JS 

knowledgeable about the laws pertaining to meals.] 
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f".!tciJ ti~ tu~!{/!;! - it is permitted to use a waiter who is an 
ignoramus,[391 

The Gemara issues a ruling: 
.K~ll'T :i1 '1~,tc x~,m '1:;:i ,1;11, ,zi'l '1~,tc - R' Yose bar Chanina said 
in the name of Rav Huna: ',';?:, n,;:;i n;i'?i.:! 1,i'")~ rr,';?1::i:;i - With 
regard to all the disputes of our chapter, the halachah accords 
with Beis Hillel x::ri, '1:;:i - except for this dispute, n;i'?i.:!1 
,xigw n,;:;i - in which the halachah accords with Beis 
Shammai.c4o1 x;i~,l:C ,~i;,~ X?'{W1.K ,zi11 - R' Oshaya, however, 
taught a reverse version of the dispute (i.e. Beis Shammai hold 
that we wash mayim acharonim prior to sweeping the room, and 
Beis Hillel hold that we first sweep the room and then wash mayim 

.acharonim), ',?.:, n,;:;i n;i'?i.:! ,~~ .KiJi\l - and, thus, in this 
dispute as well, the halachah accords with Beis HilleV4ll 

The Gemara cites the fifth dispute mentioned in the Mishnah: 
,,::,, T'T~l '1~ t:l,'1)?1.K ,xigl{I n,; - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: When one 
recites bothBircas HaMazon and Havdalah over one cup of wine, 
the blessings are recited in the following sequence: The blessing 
over the FLAME, THEN BIRCAS HAMAZON' etc. 

The Gemara relates an incident: 
x;ii ,;'? Sl?ff,l:C l'T'lll'T? '1:;:i x;1n :i1 - Rav Huna bar Yehudah visited 
the house of Rava. xiv,1:;i c,~W!il~ ':J,"l;i1 x;i1'? rr,!TIJ - He saw 
that Rava, when reciting Havdalah on the night following the 
Sabbath, first recited a blessing over fragrant spices and then 
over the flame. rr,7 '1~,tc - [Rav Huna bar Yehudah] said to 
him: ,,:;i~ - Now, let us see; x", '11.K~~ ',';?:, n,;, ,xigw n,; 
W?~ - Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel do not disagree 
regarding the blessing over flame, that it precedes the blessing 
over fragrant spices, cui;,11 cx,lniJ - as we learned in our 
Mishnah: c,1)?1.K ,xigl{I n,; - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: T1T~l .,~ 
l'T?"!i\tl1 c,~w:;i - The blessings are recited in the following 
sequence: The blessings over the FLAME AND THEN BIRCAS 

HAMAZON, THEN the blessing over FRAGRANT SPICES AND THEN 

HAVDALAH. c,'1)?1.K ',';?:, n,;, - BUT BEIS HILLEL SAY: .,~ 

l'T?"!i\tl1 T1T~ c,~Wi\l - The blessings are recited in the following 
sequence: The blessings over the FLAME AND over FRAGRANT 

SPICES, THEN BIRCAS HAMAZON, AND THEN HAVDALAH. - ? -
Rava responds: 

rr,ii:,:;:i x;ii ,~l! - Rava responded after him: .,,l:C~ ,zi1 ,,:;ii 1T 
- This Mishnah is R' Meir's version of the dispute. ,zi"J ·r,;i~ 
'1i,1x l'T'lll'T? - But R' Yehudah says in a Baraisa: n,; li'?r:t~ x", 
','i?::i n,;l ,xigl{I - BEIS SHAMMAI AND BEIS HILLEL DID NOT 

DISAGREE in the case of one who has but a single cup of wine, and 
is reciting both Havdalah and Bircas HaMazon upon it T1T~tl ',~ 
l'T?r:tl;'l:;i .Kll'lt{t - REGARDING BIRCAS HAMAZON, THAT IT IS RECITED 

IN THE BEGINNING, 1.110:;i x,:,w l'T?"Ji\tl ',~, - OR REGARDING 

HAVDALAH, THAT IT IS RECITED IN THE END. li'?r:t~ :,~ ',~ - IN 

REGARD TO WHAT DID [BEIS SHAMMAIAND BEIS HILLEL] DISAGREE? 

c,~W!;ltl ',~, '11.K~tl ',~ - IN REGARD TO the sequence of the 
blessings OVER THE FLAME AND OVER FRAGRANT SPICES; n,:.11u 
t:l,'1'?1.K ,xigl{I - FORBEISSHAMMAISAY: c,~W!;I ':)!;! '1M1 '11.K~tl·~; 
- The blessing over THE FLAME is recited first, AND AFTERWARDS 

the blessing over FRAGRANT SPICES. c,'1)?1.K ',';?:, n,:;i, - BUTBEIS 

IIlLLELSAY: '11.K~ ':)!i! '1IJ~1 c,~W!;I - The blessing over FRAGRANT 

SPICES is recited first, AND AFTERWARDS the blessing over the 
FLAME. HQ1H:;\"] '1~,tc,-AndR'Yochanansaid: n,:;i:;it:1$/ijllm 
l'T'lll'T? ,zi11 x;i,1~ ',';?:, - The people act in accordance with the 
opinion of Beis Hillel according to R' Yehudah.C42l 

The Gemara cites the sixth dispute mentioned in the Mishnah: 
,,::, X"l;iW t:1,'1)?1.K ,xigl{I n,; - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: The text of the 
blessing over the flame is Blessed are You, Hashem, our God, King 
of the universe, SHEBARA etc. [me'or ha'esh (Who created the 
illumination of fire). But Beis Hillel say: The text is Blessed are 
You, Hashem, our God, King of the universe, borei me'orei ha'esh 
(Who creates the illuminations of the fire)]. 

The Gemara clarifies the dispute: 
x;ii '1~,tc - )lava said: SI~'¥~ x1;i1 W?~ x", x~'?t1 ,';?,:.i xi;i:;i -
No one disputes with regard to the word "bara," that it 
connotes that "he created," in the past tense, and hence the 
clause, shebara me'or ha'esh (Who created the illumination of the 
fire), properly connotes that we are praising Hashem for having 
created fire in the past on the first Saturday night.c431 ,~,?~ ,~ -
When do they disagree? x11:i:;i - With regard to the word 
"borei" (Who creates). ,"li\9 ,xigw n,; - Beis Shammai hold 
that X"li\~? ,,.i;il!1 .K"l1ll - "borei" (Who creates) connotes that 
"he will create in the future"[44J and hence, is an inappropriate 
text for a blessing which praises Hashem for having created fire in 
the past.C45l ,"li\9 ',';?:, n,;, - But Beis Hillel hold that ,~~ x11:.i 
Sl~lfT~ xi;i1 - "borei" (Who creates) connotes also that "he 
created" in the past, and hence, is an appropriate text for the 
blessing.C46l 

This explanation of the dispute is challenged: 
1-11;11, :,. 'l :,.,i:,~ - Rav Yosef challenged this explanation by citing 
three verses from Scripture: "':)t{tn x11:i, '11.K '1!lr1,,, - One verse 
states:c471 [I am the One] Who forms light and creates (borei) 
darkness. "IJl'i x,-:,.~ c,1::r '1!lr1,,, - A second verse states:C48l He 
forms mountains and creates (borei) winds. t:l!~~tl .K"]1ll,, 
"t:1tt,·1m, - And a third verse states:c491 'l;'hus said the God, 
Hashem, Who creates (borei) the heavens and stretches 
them forth. In all these verses, "borei " is used in reference to 
things which God created in the past, during the six days of 
Creation.C50J - ? - · 

NOTES 
39. Who, if he does not clean up prior to mayim acharonim, will leave 
even the pieces that are the size of an olive. Thus, according to Beis 
Shammai, we must clean the area before washing mayim acharonim, so 
that these pieces not be destroyed. 
40. That it is permitted to use a waiter who is an ignoramus, and we 
must, therefore, sweep up the leftovers prior to washing mayim acharonim. 
41. [According to R' Oshaya's version, the halachah does not change; one 
must sweep the room before washing mayim acharonim. It is only the 
attribution that changes, for according to this version the view that is 
followed is the view of Beis Hillel.] 
42. I.e. the prevailing custom among the populace is to follow the view 
ofBeis Hillel as expressed by R' Yehudah: viz. Bircas HaMazon, fragrant 
spices, flame and then Havdalah. 

[See Ritva here, and Sheleimah Mishnaso to 52a, who offer an expla
nation of the dispute between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel concerning . 
the order of the blessings according to R' Yehudah.] 
43. See above, 51b note 11; see also Sifsei Chachamim here. 
44. The word borei is actually a verb in the present tense, and is 

translated "who creates." However, it can also connote one who contin
uously creates, and as such implies one who will create in the future as 
well as in the present (see Rashi). 

45. Rashi. 
46. [Regarding how an obviously present-tense verb can refer to the past, 
see above, 38a note 43.] See Tosafos, who explain why Beis Hillel chooses 
to use the word borei in the blessing even though they too agree that bara 
certainly connotes the past. Cf. above, top of 38b, and see Mishmar 
HaLeuiim here. 
47. Isaiah 45:7. 
48. Amos 4:13. 

49. Isaiah 42:5. 
50. Accordingly, it cannot be that Beis Shammai maintain that borei 
connotes only the future and not the past (see above, note 46). 

With respect to the phraseology that we use when making blessings 
over food, see above, 38a,b; Tosafos above, 38b xn:i':m1 rt"i; Tosafos here, 
and Yerushalmi cited by Rishonim here. 
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Because of these objections, Rav Yosef suggests an alternative 
explanation of the dispute: 
q~;, :ii 11.;1,tc .K?,te - Rather, said Rav Yosef: 1<11::i1 xi;:;i -
With regard to "hara" and "borei," x1;1,;'?~ x·', .Kl?7'1 '?.U> 
STl.;llpl.;l - all agree that both words can connote "Who created in 
the past" and, thus, either word may be used.C51l ,;,?~ ,:;, -
About what do they disagree? ,,,x,;n 1i.K)?:;J - About the 
words me'or (illumination) and me'orei (illuminations). n,:;i1 
'1!;i9 ,x~w - For Beis Shammai hold that x;,,~ .K1il"I~ .Kjt,I 
.K'!~l:iil - there is but one illumination in :fire, and therefore the 
singular, me'or ha'esh (illumination of fire), should be used in the 
text of the blessing. '1!;i9 ,1.:, n,:;i, - Whereas, Beis Hillel hold 
that .K1~l:ii! x;,,~ ,,,:i~ x;n, - there are many different 
illuminations in a :fire,r521 and therefore the plural, me' orei ha' esh 
(illuminations of fire), should be used in the text of the blessing. 

The Gemara cites support for Rav Yosefs explanation of the 
dispute: 
,:;,:, ,,;,~ .K?~tt. - It was also taught so in a Baraisa: n,:ii t1ry7 ~,nx 
'.K~W n,:;i7 7?.;:J - BEIS Hll..LEL SAID TO BEIS SHAMMAI: mntt 
,~x;i UI~ ni,i.K)? - THERE ARE MANY ILLUMINATIONS IN FIRE,[53] 

The Gemara cites the next rulings of the Mishnah: 
•,::i y,:;,1;1? T'~ - WE DO NOT RECITE the BLESSINGS etc. [neither 
over the flame nor over fragrant spices of gentiles]. 

The Gemara asks: 
n:;)!{i .K71 tl~w~ ,~ .K)?71fi:;J - Now, it is understandable why a 
blessing may not be recited over a flame of a gentile, for it did 
not rest from prohibited work on the Sabbath day.(541 tl'~IV:ii! .K?,te 
- But as for the fragrant spices of a gentile, x·', .K)?S,7~ '.Kl.;l -
what is the reason that we do not recite a blessing over them? 

The Gemara answers: 

:ii 11.;1,tc :i1~:i~ :ii 11.;l,tc - Rav Yehudah said in the name of Rav: 
T~'?.l?l.1 t1,:;i;t:1 '1!:?iST n;Q)?:;J 1<;;:t - Here, [theMishnah] is dealing 
with fragrant spice found at a banquet of gentiles, and the 
reason the Mishnah rules that one does not recite a blessing over 
them is x,:, l"l1! l"lji!:l~? t1,:;i;t,1,1:;i1sr n:tiQ)? t1,t1'171f,i ,~~~ - because 
a banquet of gentiles is generally for idolatry.r55J 

The Gemara challenges this interpretation of the Mishnah: 
x~,~ '~l;li?1~ .K;:t - But since the latter part of the Mishnah 
teaches: l"l1! :i11::i~ ,w tl'~'V:iiltt ',3.1 x·,1 i~tt ',3.1 x·', N1;tl? y,~ -
WE DO NOT RECITE THE BLESSING, NEITHER OVER THE FLAME, NOR 

OVER THE FRAGRANT SPICES OF IDOLS, l"l"'li!:13.l!tl i.K? .KU/'11 77:llll 
W?.l?l.1 l"l1! - we can infer that the first part of the Mis~ah 'hi 
not dealing with fragrant spices of idols. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
.K1~lll~ .K~'~O ,:;ii 11.;l,tc - R' ChaninaofSurasaid: 11.;l,tcj? tll.1~ rr1.;1 
- [The Mishnah] is stating the concluding statement in the 
sense of"what is the reason?" .K7l i~tt ',3.1 x"', T':;t1;tl? y,~ tlll~ rr1.;1 
t1,:;i;i:.i '1!:?iST ,w tl'~IV:11,tr ',3..1 - That is, the Mishnah wishes to 
explain: What is the reason that we do not recite the blessing, 
neither over the flame, nor over the fragrant spices of 
gentiles? 1:11! l"!ji!:l~? t1,:;i:;,;::i '1!;iil1 n:tiQ)? t1-t1'1'W ,~~~ - Because 
a banquet of gentiles is generally for idolatry.r551 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa: 
u;ii ui, - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: y,:;,1;1? n:;)tvW 111< 
,,7,; - WE RECITE THE BLESSING OVER A FLAME THAT RESTED on 
the Sabbath, ,,73! T':;tj;t)? l'~ n:;)!{i x·'.,W1 - BUT WEDO NOT RECITE 

THE BLESSING OVER A FLAME THAT DID NOT REST on the Sabbath. 
The Gemara examines the Baraisa: 

n:;)!{i x·', ,x1.;11 n:;)!{i ,x1.;1 - What is meant by a flame that rested, 
and what is meant by a flame that did not rest? 

NOTES 
51. Although Beis Shammai used the word shebara and Beis Hillel used 
the word borei, this is not the subject of the dispute, as both agree that 
either word may be used. [Thus, each one selected the phrase which he 
was most accustomed to using (Tos. HaRosh).] 

52. A flame contains red, white and yellow coloring (Rashi; cf. Raava.d, 
cited in Ritva; see also Sheleimah Mishnaso ). 
53. From the Baraisa it is evident that this was the point of contention 
between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel. 

[The Gemara's conclusion is somewhat problematic. Firstly, how can 
the Gemara say that Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel do not disagree 
concerning bara and borei, if the Mishnah pointedly states that Beis 
Shammai hold that one must say bara, and Beis Hillel say that one must 
say borei? Secondly, how can Beis Shammai say that there is only one 
color in flame - anyone can see with his own eyes that this is not the 
case! 

Sherws Eliyahu (to the Mishnah) explains that there are two aspects 
of fire upon which it is possible to make a blessing - the fire that we are 
able to create at any time, and the original, first source of fire. Now, 
while it is true that a flame has many colors, the original source of fire 
has but one color. Thus, he explains that Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel 
dispute to which aspect of the fire the blessing refers. According to Beis 
Shammai, we thank Hashem for the original creation of the fire -
therefore, we say ma'or, for it had but a single color. Also, we use the 
term bara, because the original creation took place in the past. Beis 
Hillel, however, maintain that we bless Hashem for the fire that we are 
able to create rww - thus, we say me'orei, for it has many colors. And 
it is for this reason that we use the term borei, for all agree - both Beis 
Shammai and Beis Hillel - that the word borei connotes both past and 
continuing creation, while bara connotes a past creation.] 

54. The Gemara below cites a Baraisa which rules that we do not recite 
the blessing over a fire which did not rest on the Sabbath, since a 
transgression was performed with it. The Gemara thus states that the 
Mishnah's ruling that we do not recite a blessing over a flame of a 
gentile is understandable, for the gentile used its illumination to 
perform prohibited work (Rashi). 

[According to Rashi's apparent reasoning, a great novelty emerges; 
even a flame of a gentile which was kindled before the Sabbath is 
considered a flame which did not rest, and it may not be used. See, 
however, Orach Chaim 298:5, where it is written that only a flame that 
was kindled on the Sabbath may not be used.] 
55. And it is forbidden to derive pleasure from (i.e to smell) a fragrance 
of idols, as it is written in the Torah (Deuterorwmy 13:18) No part of the 
banned property may a.dhere to your hand (Rambam, Commentary to the 
Mishnah; see Orach Chaim 217:6; see also above, 51b note 16). [Tos. 
HaRosh refers to the spices as an "offering" to the idols, while Rashba 
classifies it as items used in service of the idols. Either way, benefit 
from them is forbidden.] 
56. And we do not recite a blessing neither over the flame, nor over the 
fragrant spices, of idols. 

Although this reason is necessary only to explain the prohibi· 
tion against using the fragrant spices of a gentile, for the flame is 
prohibited in any case since it has not rested (see Gemara below), 
the Gemara cites this reason because, due to the prohibition involved, 
such a flame may not be used at all [similarly, no blessing may ever be 
recited over such fragrant spices] (see Sifsei Chachamim). See, 
however, Yefei Einayim, who cites Yerushalmi as explaining R' 
Chanina's statement as indeed referring only to fragrant spices and not 
to a flame. 
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X1'tliJ1 n;ix7)?!;l l~,~~ l"l;t.K7l? ni,qi, n~v x·', .K)?'~ '.K - Hwe shall 
say that [ the term "did not rest"] means a flame that did not rest 
from all work, even from permissible work - and thus, the 
Baraisa is ruling that we do not recite a blessing even over a flame 
that was burning on the Sabbath and no prohibited work was 
performed with it at al}l!J - but is this so? .K?~l')lJl - Why, it was 
taught in a Baraisa: :,7,n ,w, M?IJ ,, '11.K - A FLAME OF A 
WOMAN IN CHILDBmTH OR OF A SICK PERSON (i.e. a flame that was 
kindled on the Sabbath for the needs of a woman in childbirth or 
.a sick person), ,,73.7 p:;,");)? - WE MAY RECITE THE BLESSING 
OVERIT. - ? -

The Gemara, therefore, concludes: 
i'l:t!:f! .,~ l>?r;r~ ::i1 '1~.1$ - Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak said: '.K~ 
n:;,,v - What is meant by a flame that "rested"? ni,q~ n:;>1¥W 
rr1':;>l? n;,x7)? - A flame that rested from prohibited work on 
the Sabbath,t21 

The Gemara cites support for this interpretation from a 
Baraisa: 
,:;,::i 'l?~ .K?~l') - It was also taught so in a Baraisa: n'WVl? 
;~1:.i D1'lJ ',~ n;,71:i, nj?71, MJJ?IJ!V - A GLASS LANTERN THAT 
WAS kindled before the Sabbatht31 and remained BURNING CON
TINUOUSLY THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE Sabbath DAY, '.15¥1l:l7 
lJ'?l.J 1':;>");)? n~tv - AFTER THE SABBATH, WE MAY RECITE THE 
BLESSING OVER IT.l4l Evidently, even though the flame was 
burning on the Sabbath and did not "rest," nevertheless, since it 
rested from prohibited work a blessing may be recited over 
it.l5J 

The Gemara cites a related Baraisa: 
l~~'l lllJ - The· Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: i''?"!::tW ,,:;,~ 
'.1511¥!!;) - A GENTILE WHO, after the Sabbath, KINDLED a light 
FROM a light of AJEW, ,,:;,,!;l i''?"!::t!V '.1511¥!1 - ORA JEW WHO, 
after the Sabbath, KINDLED a light FROM a light of A GENTILE, 
,,73.7 1':;l");t)? - WE RECITE THE BLESSING OVER IT. '"!:;,!!;l '"!:;,~ -
But if a GENTILE KINDLED a light FROM a light of another 

GENTILE, ,,73.7 p:;>");)? l'.15 - WE DO NOT RECITE THE BLESSING 
OVERIT.l6l 

The Gemara asks: 
x·',1 '"!:;,!!;l '"!:;,~ .K~1¥ ,xi, -What is different about a light that a 
gentile kindled from a gentile, that we do not recite the blessing 
over it? n~,v .K7':J tl~tu!;l - Is it because [the light] did not 
restm on the Sabbath? 'l?~ '"!:;»!!;l '.1511¥! ':;>IJ '.K - But if so, we 
should not recite a blessing over a light that a Jew kindled from 
a gentile either, n:;,,v x·', .Kl] - for it too did not rest on the 
Sabbath!l8l 

The Gemara considers a possible answer, and rejects it: 
:,,7 ',y,tc .K1~"''.K ':)ti .K)?'l') ':;>} - And if you wish to say that we 
recite a blessing over a light kindled by a Jew from the light of a 
gentile because that original prohibited [flame] has gone away, 
xm .K~'"!!:1tc .KlJl - and this flame is a different one,t9l x1?:;,~ 
.K'J?!l;l!;l .K?. '.15"l1¥!1 - and this different flame was born in the 
hands of the Jew after the Sabbath, and is, therefore, fit for the 
blessingf1°l - .K?m1 .KIJ x'?~ - but how, then, can you account 
for that which was taught in the following Baraisa: · x,i,ntt 
tl'Zl'llJ nnu1'? n:;,;:i'?tv - ONE WHO CARRIES OUT A FLAME on the 
Sabbath from a private domain TOA PUBLIC DOMAIN ::l'?IJ - IS 
LIABLE for having desecrated the Sabbath?tnJ ::l'?IJ ,xi,.15 - Now, 
if, in fact, in a burning flame new fire steadily replaces the old fire, 
why is he liable? 'ii?l.7 x"', IJ'~l:llf :ii,~ IJ'm x"', 'ii?l.JW :ii, - What 
he picked up, he did not put down, and what he put down, he 
did not pick up1u21 Evidently, then, the original flame is not 
totally replaced by new fire. Consequently, how may we recite a 
blessing over a light that a Jew kindled from the light of a gentile, 
when the fire "did not rest" on the Sabbath? 

The Gemara answers: 
l'l'tt'.K 'l?~ .K1~"''.K1 07,s,7 .K?~ - Rather, we must say that 

. indeed, the original prohibited flame is also extant.1131 .K?, ,:;,, 
-:r:i;)? .Kj? .K1'lJiJ1 .KlJ!;l91J:'l.15 ':}1;t)? - However, new fire is created 
constantly, as well. And when one recites the blessing over a 

NOTES 
1. Such. as a lamp that was kindled on the Sabbath for the needs of a 
woman in childbirth or a dangerously ill person. According to this 
reading of the Baraisa, even though one is permitted to kindle a lamp in 
the aforementioned situations, one could still not recite the blessing 
over it, since it was burning on the Sabbath, and as such, did not rest 
from work (Rashi ). 
2. And, therefore, we can recite a blessing over a lamp that was kindled 
on the Sabbath for a woman in childbirth or for someone dangerously ill. 
For, although it was lit on the Sabbath, it nevertheless rested from 
prohibited work. 

3. In the house of a Jew (Rashi; see Rashi above, 52b n:nu x',, i1"1, and 
see Sifsei Chachamim and Sheleimah Mishnaso; cf. Tzlach). 
4. Because no prohibited work was done with it, as it was not kindled on 
the Sabbath (Rashi). 

[Rashi here does not mention, as he does above (52b x',, Dlll/Y.l i1"1 

n:il!I), the question of forbidden work having been done by the light of the 
flame. Indeed, the halachic commentators do not cite this criterion at all; 
in their view, the reason that a blessing may not be made over a flame 
lit by a gentile is simply because it was lit on the Sabbath. (Although the 
gentile has done nothing wrong by lighting the flame, it is referred to as 
having been lit impermissibly, because a Jew would have committed a 
transgression had he lit it.) See also Meiri, who ascribes this view to 
Rashi as well.] 

5. [It is not clear why the Gemara cites this Baraisa, for the same support 
. for the Gemara's position can be brought from the Baraisa cited above. 
See Ritva, and see the text of Rif and Rosh, cited in the marginal gloss 
to 52b.] 

6. Although the Baraisa prohibits making the blessing upon a flame that 
a gentile kindled from the flame of a gentile, this prohibition does not 
apply to the flame that a gentile kindles from the flame of a Jew. The 
Gemara below will explain the reason for these laws, and the distinction 
(see also note 15). 

7. I.e. for even though this second light was kindled after the Sabbath, 
the source fire itself, while in the possession of the first gentile, did not 
rest on the Sabbath. See next note. 

8. For it, too, was in the possession of the first gentile, and we assume 
that forbidden labor was performed with it (see Mishnah Berurah 
298:18). 

9. The Gemara is now considering the idea that as the flame burns, new 
fire replaces the old fire, and thus, the flame which did not rest on the 
Sabbath is no longer extant. 

10. The Gemara, at this point, could have asked another question: If the 
new fire replaces the old fire, why can we not recite a blessing over a light 
kindled by a gentile from another gentile? The Gemaia, however, 
chooses to present a stronger challenge from the Baraisa it proceeds to 
cite (Tosafos ). 

11. [Carrying an object from a private to public domain, or vice versa, is 
one of the thirty-nine labors that are prohibited on the Sabbath (see 
Mishnah Shabbos 73a). One who does this inadvertently is liable to a 
chatas offering; if it is done willfully, he is liable to the death penalty.] 

The Gemara in Tractate Beitzah (39a) explains that the Baraisa is 
discussing a case where a shard of pottery [that is smaller than the 
required measure for which one is liable for transporting shards on the 
Sabbath] was smeared with oil and then ignited. Thus, there can only be 
liability for transporting the flame itself (see Rashi ). 

12. One is only [Biblically] liable for transporting an item on the Sabbath 
when he removes the item from a place ofrest in one domain [il'J'P.V.l and 
deposits it in another domain [nr;i~o). Accordingly, if, in a burning flame, 
new fire steadily replaces old fire, how could one be liable for trans
porting a flame, when the flame that he is depositing in the new domain 
is not the flame which he took from the first domain? (see Rashi). 

13. And that is why one is liable for transporting a flame from one 
domain to another on the Sabbath. 
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tight which a Jew kindled from a gentile, it is over the newly 
created addition of permissible fire that he recites the 
blessing.114l 

The Gemara asks: 
'IP3 ,·m~ ,,:;,~ '!;Iv 'l:C - But if so, when a gentile kindles a light 
from the light of another gentile, the blessing should also be 
recited over the newly created addition of permissible fire! 

The Gemara answers: 
,,p3 '!;Iv 1'.15 - Yes, indeed it is so. It should in fact be permitted 
to recite the blessing over the newly created addition of permissi
ble fire. 1w.1x, 1U!I~, 11wx, ,,:;,~ Dltu~ :-rm - The Rabbis, 
however, decreed that one should not recite the blessing over a 
light which a gentile kindled from another gentile, out of concern 
that one might recite the blessing over the flame of the first 
gentile and when it is still the first pillar of flame.1151 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa that speaks of using a Gentile's 
flame for Havdalah: 
l~~'J Utt - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: y,n 11m)? M?v 
1"l:P7 - If ONE WAS WALKJNG OUTSIDE A CITY on Saturday night, 
,ucl'l.1$"l)-ANDHESAWAFLAME, D'i:;>pi, DJ:( - IFAMAJORITY 

of the city's inhabitants are GENTILES, 11;)? il'.15 - HE MAY NOT 

RECITE THE BLESSING upon the flame. 7.15"li¥' ::i,, DJ:( - IF, 
however, A MAJORITY of the city's inhabitants are JEWS, ':}':!;)? 
- BE MAY RECITE THE BLESSING upon the flame. llG] 

The Gemara notes an internal contradiction within the Baraisa: 
.K?'!f?- x~u xv - This Baraisa is inherently contradictory, 
%;11~.1$ - for in the first part of the Baraisa, you said: ::i;, DJ:( 

11;)? il'.15 D'i:;>~ - IF A MAJORITY of the city's inhabitants are 
GENTILES, HE MAY NOT RECITE THE BLESSING. l1¥!J~ ',~ l1¥!J\? Xv 
11;)? - This implies that if half of the city's inhabitants are 
Jewish and half of them are gentiles, one may recite the 
blessing. '3tt i1v, - But then [ the Baraisa] teaches: DJ:( 
-:i1;)? 7.15"l'V! ::i;, - IF A MAJORITY of the city's inhabitants are 
JEWS, HE MAY RECITE THE BLESSING. il'.15 l1¥!;!~ ',~ l1¥!J~ Xv 
':l"l;)? - THIS implies that if half of the city's inhabitants are 
Jewish and half of them are gentiles, one does not recite the 
blessing. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
o;n;>? 'IP3 "¥ti\? ',~ l1¥tl\? ,r,,~~1 .Kll'l 1'1:P - Actually, even when 

half of the city's inhabitants are Jewish and half of them are 
gentiles, one may recite the blessing upon the flame. '1'!.15, 

D'"l:;>~ ::i;, .K~''1 X~.1;11 - But since in the beginning of the 
Baraisa, [the Tanna] stated the law with regard to when a 
majority of the city's inhabitants are gentiles, ::i;, X~'\? x~tt 
7.l5"li¥! - for the sake oflinguistic symmetry, he stated the law in 
the latter part of the Baraisa with regard to when a majority of 
the city's inhabitants are Jews.117l 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa: 
n;i1 Utt - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: ym l~lJl? M?v 
':\'1:P? - If on Saturday night, ONE WAS WALKING OUTSIDE A CITY 

i"1?:;t l'lj?l:J~] pil'l;l l'l,t("l) - AND HE SAW ACHILD,ANDATORCHWAS 

IN ms HAND, 1'"lQ.15 j:)1i:l - HE SHOULD INVESTIGATE HJM as to 
whether he is a Jew or a gentile. 11;)? xm 7.l5"l'V! DJ:( - IF HE IS 
A JEW, HE MAY RECITE A BLESSING over the torch that he is 
carrying, for we may assume that it was lit after the Sabbath. 
':}':!;)? il'.15 xm ,,:;,~ DJ:( - And IF HE IS A GENTILE, HE MAY NOT 

RECITE A BLESSING.1181 . 

The Gemara asks: 
pil'l:I .K?")'J:C ,x~ - Why does the Baraisa specify a child? ,r,,~~ 
'IP3 ',;ii - The same should apply even to an adult as well! 

The Gemara answers: 
::i1 ,~.!$ l'l'Jll'l? ::i1 1~.1$ - Rav Yehudah said in the name of Rav: 
H'?.'?~ l'l)111JlJ n~'?.lfl? ':}1~9:P x;v - Here, in the Baraisa, we are 
dealing with when he saw the person walking with a torch 
immediately after sunset on Saturday (i.e. after the Sabbath has 
ended). .Kll'l '"l:;>~ '.K1]1 XJ;I?'~ .KJJ:;>i~ ',;,~ - Therefore, ifit is an 
adult walking with the torch, there is no need to investigate as to 
whether he is Jewish or not, as it is obvious that he is certainly 
a gentile, and the flame may not be used. For a Jew, who is 
prohibited to take a torch in his hand on the Sabbath, would have 
waited .a little longer after sunset before taking a torch in his 
hand.£19J xm 7.15"l'V! ,~,.15 pil'l:I - Ifhe is a child, however, then 
one could say, perhaps he is a Jew, 13'?.n '"lj:?J:( - and it just so 
happened that he took the torch at that time. Therefore, he 
should investigate as to whether or not the child is a Jew, and if 
the child is a Jew, a blessing may be made over the flame. 

The Gemara cites another Baraisa: 
n;ii Utt - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: ym ':}~lJl? M?v 

NOTES 
14. Thus, the fact that the gentile's original flame may not have rested 
from prohibited work is immaterial, for the blessing is being made over 
that portion of the flame which is new. [The Gemara will immediately 
ask that this logic would allow for the use of a flame that one gentile 
kindled from another gentile, which the Baraisa above forbids; see next 
note.] 

15. [I.e. immediately after the Sabbath, when there was not yet a chance 
for new fire to be created, and when only the first fire which did not rest 
on the Sabbath is extant.] 

If we were to permit one to recite a blessing over a light which a gentile 
kindled after the Sabbath from the light of another gentile, there is a 
concern that one might not differentiate between this light and the light 
itself which a gentile kindled on the Sabbath. This would raise the 
possibility that one might recite the blessing over such a light 
immediately after nightfall, before there was a chance for any new fire 
to be created (Raski). Thus, the Sages instituted a single decree 
forbidding use of any flame lit by a gentile that originated in the hand 
of a gentile. If a Jew lit the flame, however, although the source flame 
was that of a gentile, a blessing may be made over it (see Tosafos ). 
Similarly, the Sages did not prohibit the use of a flame that a gentile lit 
after the conclusion of the Sabbath (see Misknak Berurak 298:23). 

[The Gemara never entertained the notion that a flame which did not 
rest on the Sabbath should be permitted for use once some time has 
passed, for the Sages certainly would have forbidden the use of such a 
flame lest it be used immediately. The Baraisa's novelty is that the Sages 
extended this decree to encompass even a case where a gentile lit a 

second flame from the first (Ritva; see Tzlack ).] 

16. This ruling is based on the halachic principle that a majority is to be 
followed in cases of doubt (see Ckullin lla and Magen Avraham 298:12). 
Thus, when most of the city's inhabitants are gentiles, we assume that 
the fire is that of a gentile and that it was lit on the Sabbath; and when 
most of the city's inhabitants are Jews, we assume that the fire is that 
of a Jew, and that it was not lit on the Sabbath (see Ritva and next note). 

17. Although in fact the law pertains even to when only half of the city's 
inhabitants are Jewish, as well. 

[Ritva and Meiri explain that the reason for this ruling is that it is 
probable to assume that even among the gentiles, there are some who 
kindled their lamps in a way that did not involve a Sabbath prohibition 
[and such a flame is fit to recite a blessing upon, as explained in the 
Gemara above]. Thus, even when only half of the city's inhabitants are 
Jews, a majority of the lights in the city are fit for the blessing. See also 
Pri Ckadask, Yorek Deak 114.] 

18. For we would a~sume that the light was kindled on the Sabbath (see 
Misknak Berurak 298:18 with Skaar HaTziyun 16). 

19. Rashi; see Sifsei Ckackamim. 
Misknah Berurak (298:15) deduces from this Gemara that even if the 

.light was kindled during bein kaskemaskos (the period between sunset 
and nightfall) on Saturday, it is still considered a light that did not rest 
from prohibited labor, and a blessing may not be recited upon it. See also 
Skaar HaTziyun there §13. 

It can be assumed that this person is a gentile even if most of the 
inhabitants of the city are Jews (Tos. HaRosk ). 
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 .';11lb - If on Saturday night ONE WAS WALKING OUTSIDE A CITY 
 '1U( rttc1l - AND HE SAW A FIRE, l1'f!?!?lJ '!;>;> M!;I)? D~ - IF IT WAS 
 TBICK AS THE OPENING OF A FURNACE,l20l ,,7)/ ':J1;i)? - HE MAY 
RECITEABLESSINGOVERIT; ,xi o~, -BUT IF NOT, ,,;ii;, 1l'~ 

,,r,s, - HE MAY NOT RECITE A BLESSING OVER IT.(211 
·The Gemara notes a contradiction between two Baraisos: 

x1q ,~,ti - One Baraisa taught: TW!?!? ,~ '1lX - If we see on 
Saturday night the FIRE OF A FURNACE, ,,7ll l':;l.Hl? - WE MAY 
.RECITE THE BLESSING OVER IT. ':)j'~ xm:il - And it was taught 
inanotherBaraisa: ,,7t1l':;'11;i>?T'~ -WEMAYNOTRECITETHE 
BLESSING OVER IT [i.e. over the fire _of a furnace]. - ? --

The Gemara resolves the contradiction: 
X?!Vi? x", - There is no difficulty. M?r:tl;I~ XlJ - This Baraisa, 
which rules that a blessing is not recited over the light of a furnace, 
is dealing with the fire that is lit in the beginning of the burning 
process.t221 qn~;7 x;:, - Whereas this Baraisa, which rules that a 
blessing is recited over the light of a furnace, is dealing with the 
fire that is lit at the end of the process. t231 

The Gemara notes a contradiction between another two 
Baraisos: 
x1q '~ti - One Baraisa taught: D!1':;t '~l '1Ut, ,~ '1lX - If we 
see on Saturday night the FIRE OF AN OVEN 0~ OF A KIRAH, [24] 

,,7)/ l':;l"'!;i)? - WEMAYRECITETHEBLESSINGOVERIT. ':)1'~ X?H'.ll 
- And it was taught in another Baraisa: ,,7)/ 1':;,1;i,;, l'~ - WE 
MAYNOTRECITE THE BLESSING OVER IT [i.e. over the fire of an oven 
or kirah]. - ? -

The Gemara resolves the contradiction: 
X?'Vi? x", - There is no difficulty. l1?1'.1f;I~ x;:, - This Baraisa, 
which rules that a blessing is not recited over the fire of an oven or 
kirah, is dealing with the fire that is lit in the beginning of the 
cooking or baking process.£251 q11a1;7 XlJ - Whereas this Baraisa, 
which rules that a blessing is recited over the fire of an oven or 
kirah, is dealing with the fire that is lit at the end of the process. l261 

The Gemara notes a contradiction between a third set of 
Baraisos: 
x1q '~ti - One Baraisa taught: n,~ '~l n9~;,tt n,~ ,~ '1lX 

lli11l?lJ - If, on Saturday night, we see the LIGHT OF A SYNAGOGUE 

OR OF A STUDY HALL, ,,7)l l':;l"'!;i)? - WE MAY RECITE THE 
BLESSING OVER IT. ':)1'~ X?~JJl - And it was taught in another 
Baraisa: ,,7)/ N1;i,;, l'~ - WE MAY NOT RECITE THE BLESSING 
OVER IT [i.e. over the light of a synagogue or study hall]. - ? -

The Gemara resolves the contradiction: 
X?l¥i? x", - There is no difficulty. ::mur:r D1,t( X~'~1 x;:, - This 
Baraisa, which states that we do not recite a blessing over the light 
of a synagogue or study hall, is discussing where there is a 
prominent person present.l271 :mur:r D1,t< X~'71 x;:, - Whereas 
this Baraisa, which states that we do recite a blessing over the 
light of a synagogue or study hall, is discussing where there is no 
prominent person present.(281 

The Gemara offers another answer: 
x~,~ n,i,~ ,~, -And if you prefer, say: !:llllilJ D1t< X~'~1 XlJl x;:, 
- Both this Baraisa and this Baraisa are discussing where there 
is a prominent person present, X?'Vi? x·,, - and yet there is no 
difficulty. xw:i X~'~1 XlJ - This Baraisa, which states that we 
recite a blessing, is dealing with where there is a sexton who eats 
in the synagoguer291 or study hall.!301 xw:i X~'71 x;:, - Whereas 
this Baraisa, which states that we do not recite a blessing, is 
discussing where there is no sexton.ra11 

The Gemara offers another answer: 
x~,~ n,i,~ ,~, - And if you prefer, say: xntt X~'~1 x;:,1 XlJ -
Both this Baraisa and this Baraisa are discussing where there is 
a sexton, X?'Vi? x·,, - and yet there is no difficulty. x;:, 
X")t'!l;> x~,~1 - This Baraisa, which states that we do not recite a 
blessing, is dealing with where there is a radiant moon.r321 XlJl 
Xj;:Jl;> X~'71 - Whereas this Baraisa is discussing where there is 
no radiant moon.taaJ 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa: 
H~1 ll,tl - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: n,;~ 1':;,1¥1' l'lJ 
lli")"Jl?lJ - If [PEOPLE] WERE SITr.lNG IN THE STUDY HALL on a 
Saturday night DiJ'~!?? '1ll< ,x,:;,;::i, - AND LIGHT WAS BROUGHT 
BEFORE THEM, D'1)?1X 'l<>,lq n,~ - BEIS SBAMMAI SAY: ilJ,tc ?~ 
1~¥lcl? ':)1;i)? '11],!;Cl - EACH ONE RECITES THE BLESSING FOR 
lllMSELF. D'1)?1X ','f?;:r n,;1 - BUT BEIS HILLEL SAY: ':)1;i)? '11],tc 

NOTES 
20. I.e. it was as bright as the flame that can be seen 11t the opening 
of a furnace in which stones are burned to produce lime. When the fire 
is as thick as the fire which comes out of a furnace, it illuminates bright
ly, and it can be assumed that such a fire was lit for illumination purposes 
(Rashi; see Tos. HaRosh; see, however, Ritva). [See below, note 23.) 

21. If the fire was not as thick as the opening of the furnace, it must be 
assumed that it was not kindled for illumination, but for cooking; and 
the borei me'orei ha'esh blessing may not be recited over it, for that 
blessing is only recited over a fire which was kindled for illumination 
(Rashi). 

22. The fire lit in the beginning of the burning process is lit solely for the 
purpose of burning the stones (Rashi; cf. Tos. HaRosh, Ritva). 

23. At the end of the process, after most of the stones have been burned, 
a large fire is lit from above the stones to completely burn the remainder 
of the stones, and to provide illumination as well (Rashi). 

[When the Gemara stated above that one who sees a fire similar to that 
of the mouth of a furnace may recite a blessing, it referred to one who 
saw a large fire, similar to that which is kindled at the end of the burning 
process.] 

24. A kirah is a rectangular stove that is open on top and large enough 
to accommodate two pots. Pots of food were placed either inside the kirah 
or on the rim of the top of the kirah. The kirah is different than the 
standard Mishnaic oven, also mentioned in the Baraisa, which is 
trapezoidal in shape. 

25. Which is lit solely for the purpose of cooking or balring (see Rashi; see 
also Rashba). 

26. After the oven [ or kirah] has been heated and the bread placed inside, 
splinters of wood are lit in the opening of the oven, both for illumination 

and to help contain the oven's heat within it. Since this fire is used for 
illumination, we may recite the blessing over it (Rashi; see Sheleimah 
Mishnaso). 

27. In which case lights are kindled [presumab]y] not because he needs 
etheir illumination, but as a sign of honor. Accordingly, no blessing is 
recited, for, as we have learned, we do not make the blessing upon such 
lights (Rashi, cf. Rach cited by Tosafos ). 

28. In which case the light was evidently lit for purposes of illumination, 
and therefore a blessing may be recited (Rashi). 

29. Rashi. [Rashi does not mean that the sexton eats in the synagogue 
itself, for it is forbidden to eat in the synagogue proper (see Megillah 
28a). Rather, the sexton eats in a room adjacent to the synagogue which 
has windows open to the synagogue; this room is illuminated by the 
lights of the synagogue (see Magen Avraham 298:15 and Tosafos to 
Pesachim 101a 1';,::ix, ol"1).] 

30. And, therefore, although there is a prominent person in the 
synagogue, the light is not lit solely in his honor, but for illumination as 
well, in order for the sexton to eat by its light. Therefore, a blessing may 
be recited (Rashi). 

31. And, thus, the light was only lit in honor of the prominent person and 
not for illumination. 

32. Whose illumination suffices for the sexton's meal. Thus, the sole 
purpose of the synagogue's light is to honor the prominent person, and 
we may not, therefore, recite a blessing over it (Rashi). 

33. And, thus, the synagogue's light serves the twofold purpose of 
honoring the prominent person and illuminating the sexton's meal; we 
may, therefore, recite a blessing over it (see Orach Chaim 298:11 with 
commentaries). 
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T?l:l7 - ONE RECITES THE BLESSING FOR ALL, ,,,;i~~W DlUil:I -
BECAUSE IT IS STATED:l34l "':\?)?"n1ilJ D)!":l'J;i,, - With the 
multitude of people is the glory of the king.t351 

The Gemara asks: 
l<~l{~ 'IV1~1? , 1m n,~ X~?'¥~ - Now, Beis Hillel's position is 
understandable, for they explain the reason for their ruling . 

.K!:1311' '.Kl,;! 'l<)jl!V n,~ X?l't - But what is the reason for Beis 
Sb~ai's ruling? · 

The Gemara answers: 

tu'lil?tr n,~ ,no~ '~'lll:I '1~9i? - They hold that it is better that 
each recite the blessing for himself, rather than having one recite 
for all those present, because this would cause a disruption of 

Torah learning in the study hall.l361 ,:;,i, 'l?~ l<?~tl - It was also 
taught sol37l in a Baraisa: D'"'))?il< ~'tr x"', 'l't'?l?i n11 n,~ ,w 
lli'lil?tr n,;;i x;1,,;i - The members OF RABBAN GAMLIEL'S 
HOUSEHOLD WOULD NOT SAY "HEALTH!"l38l IN A STUDY HALL 'l!.11:1 

tu1il?tr n,~ ',lt,~ - BECAUSE this would cause a DISRUPTION-~~ 

Torah learning in THE STUDY HALL. 

The Gemara cites the next clause of the Mishnah: 

D'.J:ll,;I 'IV D'l:lfV;itr 'll x·,, ,~tr 'll X? 1':;,");,;> l'l't - WE DO NOT 
RECITE THE BLESSINGS ..• NOR OVER THE FLAME OR THE FRA
GRANT SPICES OF THE DEAD, i.e. a light or fragrant spices placed 
near a corpse. 

The Gemara explains: 
x~v,~ ,x,,;i - What is the reason? X'J':;1~"! xm ,;::ii? ,~ - The 

reason that we do not recite a blessing over a light placed near a 
corpse is because it is placedl39l there for the honor of the dead, t4o1 

rather than for illumination. ,,,:;,~1 Xli1 XIJ'1 '1l:l~7 D'l:ltv;i -
And the reason that we do not recite a blessing over fragrant 
spices of the dead is because it is placed there to remove the 

odor of the decaying corpse, rather than for the smelling of its 
fragrance. t411 

The Gemara elaborates: 
::i, ,nx i1,li1' ::i, ,nx - RavYehudahsaidin the name of Rav: 

i1~~1~,· c;,~ ,,~~~ l';'~il!IW r,~ - Any dead person for whom lights 
would be brought out before him at his funeral, both by day 

and by night,t421 l'?)! T':;,1;,;, l'l't - we may not recite. the 

blessing over [the light].t431 i1?~1~ X?-te ,,~~7 l'.1:C'~il:I T'.15'V '!?l -
But any dead person for whom lights would not be brought out 

before him unless the funeral is by night,t441 ''?)! l':;,1;,;, - we 
may recite the blessing over [the light].t451 

xm1 ::i, ,nx - Rav Huna said: xt:i:.ii1 n,:., ,111 c,ntu:.i - Fra

g;ant ;pie~; of the latrine,t4s1 X~t!l;~ ~-te ,-,:;i~~7 'l;;V~ ll?W1 -
or oil which is used for eliminating odors from one's hands,l47l 

''?V l':;,1;,;, l'.15 - we may not recite a blessing over it.l481 

The Gemara asks: 

x1,:;,~ XIJ'17 ix11 1<;,::, '!?1 X'J)?'l;.l? - Is this to say that 
wherever [a fragrance] is not designated for the enjoyment of 

its smell, l'l'l?l! l':;,1;,;i x·', - we do not recite a blessing over 
it? ,;,.i:;,,;.i - But they challenged this from the following 

NOTES 
34. Proverbs 14:28. 
35. I.e. it is a greater glorification of God when a multitude of people 
perform a mitzvah together, than when each person performs the 
mitzvah individually. See Meiri for a variant text. 
36. For when one recites the blessing for all, they all must stop their 
learning to concentrate and listen to his words, ::i..,d answer Amen 
(Rashi; see Chodesh HaAviv; cf. Sifsei Chachamim; see also Maadanei 
Yom Tov). 

37. That we do not respond in a study hall in the same manner as we 
would in other places, so as not to disrupt Torah study. 
38. AB is customary when someone sneezes (Rashi; see Magen Avraham 
230:6). [The source for this custom is stated in Pirkei DeRahbi Eliezer 
§52 (cited by Gilyon HaShas ): From the time of creation until Jacob's 

. time, no man would take ill prior to his death; indeed, illness as such did 
not exist at all, and there was no warning of a pers.9n's imminent 
demise. Rather, a man walking on the road or in the marketplace would 
suddenly sneeze, and his soul would exit via his nostrils. Hence, a 
sneeze was the precursor of death. Jacob, however, beseeched Hashem 
for mercy, praying that his soul not depart suddenly from this world, so 
that he would have time to instruct his sons before his passing. Hashem 
granted his request, and from then on, people would take ill prior to 
their death. Therefore, when one sneezes, it is customary for others to 
respond with "Health!" (the equivalent of our "Gesundheit" or "God 
bless you"), in recognition of the fact that the sneeze is no longer a sign 
of impending death.] 

[For a discussion of whether one should say "Health!" or the like 
when someone sneezes in the synagogue if he is not engaged in Torah 
study at that moment, see Megadim Chadashim at length.] 
39. Literally: made. 
40.Rashi. 

41. Rashi. [And the blessing over fragrant spices is only recited over a 
fragrance designated for smelling; see below, note 52.] 

[See Beur Halachah to 217:2 and Ritva here, who discuss whether 
one makes a blessing over these spices if he specifically takes them in 
hand to smell them.] 

42. Any person who was so distinguished that light would be lit at his 
funeral even if it took place by day [and no illumination was needed] 
(Rashi). 

43. If the funeral takes place on Saturday night, for the lights are 
kindled as a sign of honor and not for illumination (Rashi). 

[Rashi's concluding clause "and not for illumination" suggests that if 
the lights were lit for both honor and illumination, a blessing would be 

recited (Beur Halachah to 298:11). See Ritva, who is of the same 
opinion, and, therefore, explains that the Gemara's ruling pertains only 
to when there is a radiant moon at the time of the funeral, and thus, the 
purpose of the lights is solely for the honor of the dead and not: for 
illumination. When, however, the lights are needed for illumination, 
and thus serve the twofold purpose of honoring the deceased and 
illuminating the funeral procession, a blessing may be recited over the 
lights, even though the deceased was a distinguished person for whom 
lights would be lit during the day. Others, however, disagree, and 
maintain that. a blessing is not recited over lights of a deceased for 
whom lights would be lit during the day, even when the lights serve the 
twofold purpose of honoring the deceased and illuminating the funeral 
procession (see Rahbeinu Yonah here and Beur Halachah ibid.; see also 
Eishel Avraham 298:16, who differentiates between this case and the 
case of the light of a furnace, where the Gemara ruled above that one 
may make a blessing over the light although it serves the dual purposes 
of burning and illumination).] 

44. Any person who was not distinguished enough for lights to be lit at 
his funeral had it taken place during the day (Rashi). 

45. When the funeral takes place on Saturday night, for tlie lights are lit 
for illumination (Rashi). 

46. I.e. fragrant spices that a fastidious person takes with him to the 
latrine as a deodorizer, so that he not have to endure the foul odors that 
are often found there (Rashi). 

4 7. Oil containing a fragrance, which is brought out at the end of the 
meal in order to remove odors [and soil] from sullied hands (Rashi). 

48. [Although the oil contains essences of fragrant woods,] we do not 
recite the blessing Who creates fragrant woods over it, since the oil is 
not meant to be smelled, but to be used as a cleanser for the hands. 
Accordingly, the Gemara's ruling above (43a), that we recite the 
blessing Who creates fragrant woods over oils in which essences of 
fragrant woods are contained, does not pertain to oils brought at the 
end of the meal to freshen the hands, but to oils which are brought out 
in order to enjoy their fragrant smell (Rashi). 

[Rashi notes that our Gemara is only discussing the blessing for 
besamim (e.g. Who creates fragrant woods, Who creates species of 
fragrance, etc.). The blessing of Who creates pleasant oil, however, 
which is particular to balsam oil (see above, 43a; see, however, 
Sheleimdh Mishnaso ), is recited even when the oil is used for 
freshening one's hands (see Chodesh HaAviv and Sifsei Chachamim, 
who explain why). See, however, Magen Avraham 217:5 and Mishnah 
Berurah 217:11.) 
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Baraisa: ctv:P 7W ,nUQ? o~:;,~lJ - ONE WHO ENTERS THE SHOP OF 

A· MERCHANT OF FRAGRANT SPICES, IJ''l IJ'")!Jl - AND HE 

sMELLED A fragrant SMELL, ,~!ti D1'lJ i,~ DIV :nv? ,~,.!;)~ - EVEN IF 

BE SITS THERE THE ENTIRE DAY, continually smelling the spices, 
,me Dl7!1 N?.te ':)'1;>;> 1l',te - HEONLYRECITESTHEBLESSINGONCE. 

JC¥?l o~:;,~ N¥?) 03:;,~ - However, if HE ENTERED AND WENT OUT, 

ENTERED AND WENT OUT, Clf~l D~!17~ 7~ ':)'1;,;> - HE RECITES A 

BLESSINGEACHANDEVERYTIME that he enters the store.£491 NlJl 
':)'1;>??.l N1':;l~':J Ntil NIJ''17 1N?1 N;>Q - Now here [the fragrant 
spices] are not designated for people to smell,1501 and yet he 
recites a blessing over them. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
JC"!':;l~':J Ntil ,t;,3 NIJ''17 l'.tC - Indeed, [the fragrant spices] are 
placed there for people to smell them, too, 'W~'J:C m·pn ,:;i,lJ ':? 
;.r,~,1;111:lm ,n,31 - so that people should smell them and come 
and buy from him.1511 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa: 
TP.'1 u.1;1 - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: ytn ':)~lJ>? ll?lJ · 
':)'l!p? - If ONE WAS WALKING OUTSIDE A CITY IJ''l IJ'"!!Jl - AND 

BE SMELLED A fragrant SMELL, c,:;i;,ti, ,,:;,,v :i,, CJ:( - IF A 

MAJORITY of the city's inhabitants are IDOLATERS, ':)'1;>;> u,,te -
BE MAY NOT RECITE A BLESSING;1521 7-te'l'V~ !:111 CJ:( - IF A 

MAJORITY of the city's inhabitants are JEWS, ':)'1;)? - HE 

MAY RECITE A BLESSING. 1>.;11N ,,;;,,, ,:,;i '1 - R' YOSE SAYS: t~,.!;I~ 
~,;,;, 1l'.te ')!)3 7.tC'l'V~ :i,, - EVEN IF A MAJORITY of the city's 
inhabitants are JEWS, HE ALSO MAY NOT RECITE THE BLESS

ING, D'.!;l!V:;il? n,,yjZ)? 7.tC'l'V~ n1l!\1W ,3,1;1 - BECAUSE JEWISH 

DAUGHTERS BURN INCENSE TO SORCERY, i.e. to drive away evil 
spirits. 1531 

The Gemara asks: 

l'll?R>.;I D'.!;ltV:;,? til?t!ll m,te - Do, then, all of them burn incense 
for sorcery? I.e. surely only a minority follow this practice! Why, 
then, should we assume that the fragrant smell is from the 
incense of sorcery? 

The Gemara answers: 
D'.!;l!V:;,? N\''lf'l;l r-i7 illl.:1 - There is a minority of Jews who burn 
incense for sorcery, c,7;;,lJ n,tc itia7 ,t;,~ N\''lf'l;lt - and there is 
also a minority of Jews who burn incense to perfume cloth
ing;1541 ,,:;i~ NIJ''17 1N?1 N;ti n;;,.JJ'VJ:C - it will be found, then, 
that most of the incense is not made for the purpose of 
smelljng its fragrance.f551 ':)'1;>;> N7 ,,:;i~ NIJ''17 1N?1 N;ti 7;) -
And any situation where the majority of odds are that the 
fragrance was not made for the purpose of smelling it, a 
blessing is not recited. 

The Gemara cites an Amoraic ruling: 
HIJ\' '!;;1'11>.;l,t( N;.te 1:P N'?l'.I ,:;;ii 11,;1,t( - R' Chiya bar Abba said in 
the name of R' Yochanan: N?"J;J?:;;i n1n;l{I ,~1~!\\ ':)~tl'?tl 
,,,!il;:p n1n;w '.te¥1~:;,t - One who walks on Friday afternoons 
in Tiberias, or on Saturday nights in Tzippori, IJ''1 IJ''11Jl -
and smells a fragrance, ':)'1;>;> 1l'.te - does not recite a 
blessing, c,7:plJ n~ 1:l 1l.?a'? N?~ ,tfD)! 1l'.te 1n?.TIJW ,3,1;1 -
because it is to be presumed that [the fragrance] was not 
made for smelling its fragrance but rather to perfume clothing 
withit.1561 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa: 
n;, 'l.l;I - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: 7W j:mu:p ':)~lJ'? il?lJ 
c,:;i;,1:.i n,,:i~ - ONE WHO WAS WALKING IN A MARKETPLACE OF 

IDOLATRY, IJ''1lJ7 ll~"1J;l~ - and WII.LINGLYINTENDEDTOSMELL 

the fragrance of the incense being burned before the idols, '11.:1 
N\;11n ill - IS A SINNER. 1571 

NOTES 
49. For each time that he reenters the store, a new act of smelling begins, 
which requires its owri blessing. [In the event where, at the time that he 
left the store, he intended to return and smell again, see Ritua, Meiri and 
Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 217:1 with Magen Auraham §2-3.] 

50. Rather, the merchant only wants them there so that people will come 
and buy them. 

51. The Gemara answers that although the primary intent of the 
shopkeeper is to display the spices so that people will buy them, he 
wishes people to smell them as well, so that they will he enticed into 
buying them. Therefore, they are considered to have been placed for the 
purpose of emitting fragrance, and we may make the blessing over them. 
See also Ritua. 

52. For since th~ fragrance is so strong that one can smell it outside of 
the city, it can be assumed that it is coming from a banquet. And since 
a majority of the city's inhabitants are gentiles, we assume that it is from 
a banquet of gentiles (see above, note 16} [which is generally for idolatry 
(as stated above, 52h}] (see Magen Auraham 217:7}. 

[This law (as well as the law [taught above] that a blessing is only 
made upon a fragrance designated for smelling) applies at all times, and 
is not stated only in reference to the blessing on fragrant spices made 
during Havdalah; for such spices are completely forbidden for any 
benefit, as explained above (Sifsei Chachamim).] 

53. Sifsei Chachamim. 

54. Clothing were perfumed by burning incense under them (see 
Shahbos 18a). [The spices used for perfuming the clothes are not 
designated for the purpose of being smelled themselves; and a blessing 
cannot be made over the perfumed clothes, for we do not make a blessing 
over a smell unless the source of the fragrance is present (see Orach 
Chaim 217:3 with commentaries).] 

55. For when we add the minority of Jews practicing sorcery, and the 
minority of Jews who are perfuming clothing, to the minority of gentiles 
[see note 52), the total will he a majority (Rashash; see, however, 
Maadanei Yom Tou §7 and Tzlach Klil 1•1::i il"1). 

56. It was the custom to perfume clothing on Friday in Tiherias and on 
Saturday night in Tzippori. Thus, a blessing is not recited over the 
fragrant smell permeating the air of these cities at these times (Rashi). 
[Tos. HaRosh explains that both customs were done in honor of the 
Sabbath. In Tiherias they perfumed the clothing on Friday in order to 
wear fragrant smelling clothing on the Sabbath, while in Tzippori they 
perfumed the clothing after the Sabbath, to assuage their pain for the 
loss of the departing neshamah yeseirah, the additional [Sabbath] soul 
(see above, 51h note 12). See Sheleimah Mishnaso; see also Sifsei 
Chachamim and Hagahos Yavetz.] 

57. See above, 52h note 55. If, however, he smells the fragrance 
unintentionally, he is not a sinner (see Pesachim 25h-26a and Yoreh 
Deah 142:15 with Shach §34; see also Sifsei Chachamim here). 
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The Gemara cites the next clause of the Mishnah: 
lntK~!¥ "'Ill "'l~tr 7ll 1':;l"!;)? 1'~1 - WE DO NOT RECITE THE BLESSING 

OVER A FLAME UNTIL BENEFIT IS DERIVED from its illumination. 
The Gemara explains 

!:11 ir.i,tc l"l'J~l"I~ :i1 ir.i,tc - RavYehudahsaidin the name of Rav: 
tu~r.i m,x~ 1n1.K~ x·', - The term "UNTIL BENEFIT IS DERIVED from 
its illumination" does not mean that benefit must actually be 
derived from the flame.r11 IU~J::11fil;n :i1ij?:;, "'lr.i1:11 1',,.i:c1¥ ',;, .K?,te 
n11x7 - Rather, it means to include any [flame] whose 
illumination is strong enough so that if one stands near it he 
can use its illumination, D1i'l;l ?lM")!;I 1','!;J!:$1 - even though he 
is actually standing in a place far away from it where he himself 
cannot benefit from it.(21 'W.te !:11 ir.i,tc 1~1 - And so, too, did Rav 
Ashi say: U'~IV D1i'l? ?~n,:;, - [The Mishnah] teaches us here 
of one who is standing in a place far away from the light, where 
he himself does not actually benefit from it.ra1 

The Gemara presents a challenge from a Baraisa: 
'~'i:t'l;l -'- They challenged this ruling from the following Baraisa: 
t,~~!;I 1.K 1i''IJ=i! l"l~ll:l't;' "'I~ 17 l"llJ~v - If ONE HAS AFLAME HIDDEN IN 

msLAP(4lORINALANTERN,(5l l'l"J1.K7 IU~J::11¥~ .K°71 n;:;i'?w l"l,tc"JI¥ 1.K 
- OR if HE SAW A FLAME BUT DID NOT USE ITS ILLUMINATION, 1.K 
n;;:i'?w l"l,tc"l .K°71 l'l"J1.K7 IU~J::11¥~ - OR IF HE USED ITS ILLUMINA

TION BUT DID NOT SEE THE FLAME, ':)'];I? u,~ - in all these cases 
HE DOES NOT RECITE THE BLESSING; w·~l::11¥'1 n;ry7W l"l,tC"!!1¥ "'Ill 
l'l"J1.K7 - for no blessing can be recited UNTIL HE both SEES THE 

FLAME AND USES ITS ILLUMINATION. 

Having cited the Baraisa, the Gemara proceeds with its 
challenge: 
n;ry'?W l"l,tc"J .K°71 n11x7 w~tt1¥1? .Kl;l?1¥ZI - Now, the Baraisa's case 
of one who uses its illumination but did not see the flame is 
understandable, n,n 11i?!;I .Kl;)'~i21 l'I? nm;11¥r.i - as such ~ 
situation can be found when the flame is located on the other 
side of the corner of a building.C6l IU~J::11¥~ x·',1 n;ry'?W l"l,tc"l .K?,te 
l'I? n1J:;.>1¥r.i ,:;i,:, l'l"J1.K7 - But where can we find an instance of 
one who saw the flame but did not use its illumination? 1.K?. 
.K?.Q1)?':J - Is it not when the flame is far away, where he sees the 
flame but cannot use its illumination? And thus, the Baraisa's 
ruling that one does not recite a blessing in such an instance 

contradicts the ruling of Rav Yehudah in the name of Rav. - ? _ 
The Gemara answers: 

.K?T.ti:1 .K!)?ll111l:jl x·', - No! The Baraisa is dealing with where the 
flame is growing progressively dimmer, in which case even 
those standing near the fire cannot use its illumination.(71 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa: 
1;~1 ui;, - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: n1wq,r, D'71)~ - If 
we see GLOWING COALS(B] on Saturday night, lv'?.l11':;l"!;)? - WE 
MAY RECITE THE BLESSING OVER THEM. n11:ll?1.K - If we see 
DIMMING COALS,!91 however, lv'?.l11':;l"!;)? l'i - WE MAY NOT 

RECITE THE BLESSING OVER THEM. 

The Gemara explains: 
n1wq1', 'l;l'J ':;!'tr - What are considered glowing coals, over 
which a blessing is recited? .K'Jl;>t:r :i1 ir.i,tc - Rav Chisda said: 
iJ'?'~l;l nj?71"'11 D9'i' 1~1n7 t,,~:;,r.i 1·',,.i:c1¥ r,~ - Wherever the coals 
are still so hot that should one insert a splinter between [ the 
coals], it would ignite on its own from the heat of the 
coals. 

The Gemara discusses the proper spelling of the word n11:l)?1K, 
dimming: 
ll"l7 .K!)?:t'.t:C - They (the scholars of the academy) inquired: 
n11:l)?1:11 1.K n11:l)?1.K - Should the word omemos be spelled n11:l)?1K 
(with an aleph), or n1l:l)?W (with an ayin)? !:11 ir.i,tc1 Vr,11¥ .Kt, 
'l?'':J:;>.te ,:;_, .K'Jt;,r:r - Come, hear that which Rav Chisda bar 
Avdimi said:[IOJ "D':,·r,in~:;, ll"ll_?l;ll1".K07 D'!"J!:$,, - The verse 
states: Cedars will not dim his [splendor] (amamuhu) in the 
garden of the Lord. 1111 In this verse, the word amamuhu, spelled 
with an ayin, means to dim; similarly, the word for partially 
extinguished coals, which are dimmed from their previous bright
ness, should be spelled with an ayin. 

The Gemara cites a second opinion regarding the Mishnah's 
ruling that a blessing cannot be made over the flame "until 
benefit is derived from its illumination": 
ir.i,tc x;11- But Rava said: w~r.i m1x~ - The Mishnah's ruling 
that we do not recite the blessing over light until benefit is derived 
from its illumination teaches that one does not recite the blessing 
unless he is standing close enough to the fire so that he can 
actually benefit c1.21 from its illumination. 

NOTES 
1. I.e. it does not mean that one must actually derive benefit from its 
illumination in order to recite the borei me'orei ha'esh blessing, as a 
simple reading of the Mishnah would suggest. Rather, the intent of the 
Mishnah is that we do not recite a blessing over a light unless its 
illumination is suitable for use, i.e. that one who stands close to the light 
could derive benefit from its illumination (see Rashi ). 

2. Upon seeing the flame, he may recite the blessing over it, although its 
illumination is only suitable for those standing near it (Rashi). 

3. And the Mishnah's ruling that we do not recite the blessing over a flame 
until benefit is derived from its illumination means that we do not recite 
the blessing unless its illumination can be used by those standing near 
it. [The Gemara below will explain what case this comes to exclude.] 

4. Where he neither sees the flame nor uses its illumination (Rashba). 
[Even if the flame is warming his body, so that he is receiving benefit 
from it, the blessing may not be recited, for in order to make the blessing 
one must receive (or be able to receive) benefit from the light of the flame 
(Ritva). 

[See Sheleimah Mishnaso, who states that according to Rashi the 
Baraisa speaks of a single case - one who has a flame hidden in a lantern 
in his lap - for it is difficult to simply keep a fire in one's lap.] 

5. In this case as well, he neither see the flame nor uses the ill11mination 
(Rashba, Ritva). 

Rashi translates 0~;1 as a glass lantern. Thus, the Baraisa is ruling that 
although one sees the flame itself, since it is visible only through the 
glass of the lantern, he does not recite a blessing over it. Rashba, 
however, maintains that a 0~;1 is a [punctured - see Mishnah Berurah 
298:37] steel lantern; in his view, the Baraisa teaches that even though 

one sees the rays oflight illuminating through the holes, since he did not 
see the flame itself, he cannot recite the blessing. In the case of a glass 
lantern, however, where one does see the flame itself through the glass, 
a blessing is recited (if he can use the light that is emitted, as we shall 
see from the following Gernara). Beis Yosef to Drach Chaim §298 cites 
support for Rashi's position from the Yerushalmi (Berachos 8:6) and 
rules accordingly in Shulchan Aruch, ibid. 298:15, whereas Magen 
Avraham ibid. §20 agrees with Rashba. See also Beur Halachah ad loc. 
11n:l 1K il",. 

6. Where, although the building blocks his view of the flame itself, the 
flame does illuminate the area directly in front of him. 

7. But the Baraisa may possibly agree that when the flame is strong 
enough for those standing in its immediate area to use its illumination, 
a blessing is recited over it, even by those standing far away, as long as 
they can see it. 

8. [Literally: whispering coals.] Coals which were kindled for illumina
tion, rather than for heat or for cooking (Rosh, Ritva). 

9. This refers to coals that have been partially extinguished, but are still 
glowing to some extent - see Pesachim 75b. 

10. I.e. come hear the verse cited by Rav Chisda to resolve this inquiry. 

11. Ezekiel 31:8. The prophet states that even the majestic cedars that are 
planted in the Garden ofEden (see Radak to the verse; cf. Rashi) cannot 
detract from the glory of the Assyrian kingdom. 

12. It is not necessary for him to actually benefit; however, it is sufficient 
that he be standing close enough so that he can actually benefit (Rashi, 
Ritva; see Sheleimah Mishnaso; cf. Baal HaMaor ). 
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The Gemara explains: 
nn::,i - And how [close] must he bel131 in order to recite the 
bl~~~ing? x'pn, "'ltJ,tc - Ulla said: 1,,·,pu:17 ,,,.i:c p~ ,,:;i!W ,,:;, -
So that he could distinguish between an issar and a pund
yon. [l4J 1>,,tc il??.Tl'.T - Chizkiyah said: "iv X)}Jl',l? p~ ,,:;i~w ,,:;, 
,,;g; ',W X)}Tl',i;,7 i1?1;1li' - So that he could distinguish between 
a meluzma of Tiberias and a meluzma of 'fzippori.1!5l 

The Gemara relates: 
x7,?1 X'l,tc ,:;n.tt 1,;i,;, il'Jlil~ !l".! - Rav Yehudah would recite the 
blessing over the light of the house of Ada Dayala.1161 x;i1 
X)}lj ,~ X?1U ,:;r,7,tt 1,;ii;, - Rava would recite the blessing over 
the light of the house of Guria bar Chama.rm ,:;n.tt ,,;ii;, ,~~.tt 
;:n::,~ ,~ - Abaye would recite the blessing over the light of the 
house of Bar Avuha.us1 

The Gemara cites an Amoraic ruling: 
::, , ,nx i1'1lil, :i, ,nx - Rav Yehudah said in the name of Rav: 
n,~~~'r.,~ ~,'lTIJ~!V-111:;, "'llXiJ ',~ 1,'1TIJI? 1,-tt - We do not search 
after a flame over which to recite the blessing in the manner that 
we search after mitzvos.1191 x1,r ,!\l".! "'ltl,tc - R' Zeira said: 
Xl1'1illl iliil w,,n - Initially, I would search after a flame over 
whl~h to ;~ite the blessing. :l".! ii,,tc il'Jlil~ :l".!1 XiJ7 X~S,tl'f/'!J 13,~ 
- But once I heard this statement of Rav Yehudah in the name 
of Rav, X~11tll? x·', ,~i x~~ - I, too, do not search after a fire 
over which to recite the blessing; x~:;,,,;ii;, x7,l.ll1;1,7 S17~1;1,i:c x'p~ 
- rather, only when I happen to come upon a flame do I recite 
the blessing. 

The Gemara cites the next clause of the Mishnah: 
,,::,, ',::,xlli ,n - ONE WHO ATE etc. [and forgot and did not recite 
Birc~ HaMazon, Beis Shammai say: He should return to his place 
of eating and recite Bircas HaMazon. But Beis Hillel say: He may 
recite Bircas HaMazon in the place where he remembered.] 

The Gemara explains: 
x:.ix ,:.i ,n,'1 ::,-, xn,n,x, ,,::,, :ii "'lllX - Rav Zevid - and some 
s~i &v Dhni bar. Abb~ - -~aid: -~:;iiv:;i nR;',qi, - The dispute 
between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel as to whether one must 
return to the place where he ate to recite Bircas HaMazon, 
pertains to a case where one forgot to recite Bircas HaMazon 
before leaving. 1,;i,, illii'l?7 "'liTQ! ',·:.i;:r ,,:;,'!J ,,ii,:;i ',;i~ - But 
when one intentionally left the place where he ate without 

reciting Bircas HaMazon, 1201 all agree that he must return to his 
place of eating and recite Bircas HaMazon. 

The Gemara asks: 
x9,wi;, - This is obvious! Why did Rav Zevid have to teach this? 
W;t n:;iiv7 - The Mishnah, in relating the dispute, states specifi. 
cally AND HE FORGOT, which implies that had he left intentionally, 
all would agree that he must return to the place where he ate to 
recite Bircas HaMazon. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
,,ii,:;i l7,f,1~ T,'!JlJ Xlil X)},lJ1 lil>, - Were it not for Rav Zevid's 
teaching, you might have said that the law would be the same 
(i.e. the same dispute would apply) even when he intentionally 
left his place without reciting Bircas HaMazon; c211 ,itt?.1 ,x;:r, 
,xl.llw n,~1 TIJ":ll ~P,,'1iil7 n:;iiv7 - And as for that which [th~ 
Mishnah] in relating the dispute states specifically AND HE FOR

GOT - this is to inform you of the extent of Beis Shammai's 
ruling - that even when he forgot, he must return to the place 
where he ate to recite Bircas HaMazon. 17 Sl'tl'f/tl?. - To preclude 
this understanding of the Mishnah, [Rav Zevid] informs us that 
the Mishnah's mention of "and he forgot" is specific, as it is only 
then that Beis Hillel hold that he does not have to return to his . 
place. If he left intentionally, however, Beis Hillel agree that he 
does have to return. 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa which elaborates on the dispute 
between Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel: 
X?~tl - It was taught in a Baraisa: ,xl.llw n,;7 ','m n,~ Dl:J? l"'ll?-te 
- BEIS HILLEL SAID TO BEIS SHAMMAI: c;,,,:;,,7 - ACCORDING TO 

YOUR OPINION, i11,!\ltl iux,:;i ',~-tCW ,1;1- do you hold that SOMEONE 

WHO ATE ON THE TOP OF A MANSION ,,; x"',7 '1".!?7 n~iv, - AND 

FORGOT AND WENT DOWN AND DID NOT RECITE BIRCAS HAMAZON, 

,,;i,1 il'l,!\ltl wx·,7 "'liTQ! - MUST RETURN TO THE TOP OF THE 

MANSION AND RECITE BIRCAS HAMAZON' even though this entails 
great difficulty? ',~l'.I n,;)7 ,xl_\ll{i n,; ll:J? l"'l)?,t( - BEIS SHAMMAI 

RESPONDED TO BEIS HILLEL: D~,".!:;,,7 - ACCORDING TO YOUR 

OPINION, i11,!\llJ lli x·i~ ,?.ntc n~~W ,1,1 - ONE WHO FORGOT A PURSE 

ON THE TOP OF A MANSION, ilf?.~!) il?.l,!! x"', - WOULD HE NOT GO UP 

AND RETRIEVE IT? ;,',;v Xlil ;~~si ,;°::i::,', - IF FOR ms OWN HONOR 

HE GOES UP, l~W ',:p ~-r., D!tll{i ,;;:;i? _' ~OW MUCH MORE so should 
he be required to do so FORTHEHONOROFHEAVEN!l221 

NOTES 
13. Rashi. [I.e. how much light is it necessary for him to be able to receive 
from the flame?] 
14. An issar and a pundyon are two different small coins; a pundyon is 
worth two is6ars (see Kiddushin 12a). 

This ruling is the source for the custom of looking at one's fingernails 
when the blessing over the flame is made during Havdalah; distinguishing 
between the nail and the surrounding flesh is akin to distinguishing 
between two similar coins (Tos. HaRosh; see Meiri for another explana
tion of this custom). 
15. A meluzma was a weight (Rashi ); the precise size of the similarly 
named weights differed from city to city. [Cf. Rabbeinu Yonah, who states 
that a meluzma is a coin.] 

These two were closer in appearance than an issar and a pundyon, and 
a greater amount of illumination is necessary to distinguish between them 
(Rabbeinu Yonah [ p. 40a in Ri{J). 
16. Although the house of Ada Dayala was at a distance from Rav 
Yehudah's house, and Rav Yehudah could not derive any benefit from the 

· light that he saw, he nevertheless recited the blessing over that light, in 
accordance with his ruling above that one may recite the blessing upon a 
light seen from afar (Rashi). 
17. Which was near Rava's house, as Rava is of the opinion that one cannot 
recite the blessing from afar (Rashi ). 
18. Rashi does not explain whose view Abaye followed. Baal HaMaor and 
Rashba [ who have different readings of the names here] explain that all 
three Amoraim cited here follow the view of Rav (rather than IBla, 
Chizkiyah and Rava) that one can recite the blessing even from afar. 
ShulchanAruch (Orach Chaim 298:4) rules that one must be close enough 

to the light to derive benefit from it. 

19. If one does not have a flame on Saturday night, he does not have to go 
search for one in order to recite the blessing [as one would be obligated to 
do in order to fulfill a mitzvah] (Rashi; see also Sifsei Chachamim and 
Sheleimah Mishnaso, who discuss this further). [The reason for this 
ruling is that the borei me'orei ha'esh blessing, which is recited on· 
Saturday night with Havdalah, is not an obligatory blessing but a blessing 
of praise, in remembrance of God's having created fire on Saturday night. 
It is, in essence, the same type of blessing as the blessing of oseh ma'aseh 
bereishis, Who makes the work of Creation, which one recites upon seeing 
mountains and rivers (see Mishnah below, 54a). Both blessings are recited 
as praise upon seeing God's creations. Thus, just as there is no 
requirement that one search for mountains or rivers in order to recite the 
oseh ma'aseh bereishis blessing, so too, there is no requirement that one 
search for a flame on Saturday night in order to recite the borei me'orei 
ha 'esh blessing (see Rosh and Ramban ). This is true of the blessing upon 
fragrant spices as well (Ritva, Tos. HaRosh; cf. Meiri).] 

[There is a dispute among the Rishonim whether this ruling also 
pertains to the blessing upon the flame that is made after the conclusion 
of Yorn Kippur (see Raavad cited by Rashba, Meiri; see also Ritva ).] 

20. [I.e. he intentionally left that place with the intent of reciting Bircas 
HaMazon later, in another place.] 

21. I.e. and even then, Beis Hillel would hold that he does not have to 
return to the place where he ate to recite Bircas HaMazon. 

22. I.e. he most certainly should return to the top of the mansion to recite 
Bircas HaMazon in an appropriate fashion, in honor of God. 
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The Gemara cites two related incidents: 
'".!'~?JJ ''1T;I ~l"l~tl - There were these two students. ,,:;is., -rtr 
'.Kl.lJW n,:;_i~ :q;u;~ - One, when he inadvertently left his place 
without reciting Bircas HaMazon, acted in accordance with 
Beis Shammai and returned to recite Bircas HaMazon, M~lf1.tC1 
.t<;itrn .Kj?rJ.te - and found a purse of gold coins.f23l ,,:;is., -ri:r, 
7?::t n,:;_i~ ,,ri,;i - And one, when he intentionally left his place 
without reciting Bircas HaMazon, c241 acted in accordance with 
Beis Hillel and did not return to his place to recite Bircas 

HaMazon, r251 .K?"!.te i-t'?!?.te1 - and a lion devoured him. 
The Gemara relates: 

.K.l;l"!'~W!il r.,,tcR :,3::1 n~IJ ,; ,; :,~1 - Rabbah bar bar Chanah 
was traveling in a caravan. l'"'!~ .K·r.,, '?T;ll!i.t:e, 7:;_it( - When the 
caravan came to a halt, he ate, and forgot and did not recite 
Bircas HaMazon. After the caravan resumed travel, he realized 
that he had not recited Bircas HaMazon. ii,tc - He said to 
himself: "l'!;ll?J;C ,:;i,:, - What shall I do? '.KW,.i:c 1:,7 .K~,~~ 'l:C 
l"l;i'? - If I say to them that I forgot to recite Bircas 
HaMazon, r;i:;.i"!;i>? .K~J?!:117 r;i:;.i,;i,;,1 .t<;i,:, r.,~ l'"l~ '? 11)?tc -
they will say to me, "Recite Bircas HaMazon here, for 
wherever you recite Bircas HaMazon, you are blessing the 
Merciful One."r251 .1<;iq11 :,~;, '.KW~.te m7 .K~,~~':! ::l\'1l:I -
Therefore, it is better that I say to them, "I forgot a golden 
dove," for then they will stop and allow me to return and retrieve 
it.r21J t:,7 ii,tc - He said to them, .1<;iq11 :,~;, '.KW~J:C1 '? 1it.,,~J:C 
- "Wait for me, for I forgot a golden dove." M~l!i.te1 l'i;i~ r.,,,~ 
.1<;iq11 :,~;, - He went back and recited Bircas HaMazon, and 
found a golden dove in that place. 

The Gemara notes: 
· :,~;, .K~l!i '.Ki,~ - And what is unique about a dove?C28l '?.'J:1'?1 
:,~;,7 7.te"Jlf.'' mm - For the Congregation of Israel is com
pared to a dove, ::l'J:1!?1 - as it is written:(29] rr,m :,~;, ,~~~ .. 
"f~11J i'"li?"l'; ti'~ii:;,.i;c1 q9:;,:;.i - [You will be like] the wings of a 

dove, coated with silver, and her pinions with brilliant gold. 
ti';>~:;,; .K~J;C n7i?i'~ i-t~'.te :,~;, :,i, - And just as a dove is not saved 
except through her wings,rao1 n.,:,~:;i .K~J;C l'?i?i'~ U,.te 7.tC"llf'~ q,tc 
- so too, Israel is not saved except through the command
ments that it performs.ra11 

The Gemara cites the next clause of the Mishnah: 
,,:n .K1l"I 'ti'?'~ "I~ - UNTIL WHEN MAY HE etc. [recite Bircas 
HaMazon? Until the food in his stomach becomes digested.] 

The Gemara explains: 
71:.ll! 11S7'W il~~ - How long is the period of digestion? 1l:lk 
H!Jl' ,;, - R' Yochanan said: ::l~"J il'~W 1i,y r.,~ - As long~ 
he is not hungry for more food. ii,,tc W'?? u;,1, - But Reish 
Lakish said: in7,:;i~ ni,qi, .KJ?:,!W 1i,y r.,~ - As long as he is 
thirsty because of what he ate. 

The Gemara asks: 
.K"Jt?U ii,7 .K?l??l!i ,~ 1J?'~ ::l"] i-t'?. ii,,tc - Rav Yeimar bar 
Shelamya said to Mar Zutra, ii,7 '!;l!'W ,~ 11?'~ ::l"l i-t? ''11?-tCl 
.K"Jt?U - and some say that it was Rav Yeimar bar Sheizvi who 
said to Mar Zutra: ':;llJ W'i?? Ui'"l ii,tc ,~ - Did Reish Lakish 
really say so? W'?? W'"l ii,,tc '~.te ::l"l ii,,tcti1 - But did not Rav 
Ami say in the name ofReish Lakish: 71:.ll! 11S7'W :,~~ - How 
long is the period of digestion? 1'?'~ s,;1,tc l?t17 ''l~ - It is 
equal to the time it takes to walk four mil. 1a21 - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
.K?l!ii? .K·r., - There is no difficulty. :,~1,,;, :,7,:;,~; l.K~ - Here 
he ruled in reference to a large meal, n\?~~l:I :,7,:;,~; l.Ki -
while here he ruled in reference to a small mea1.c331 

The Gemara cites the next clause of the Mishnah: 
•,::i, 1'~ cry'? .K~ - IfWINEWASBROUGHTOUTTOTHEMetc. [after the 
meal, if there is no other wine there but that cup, Beis Shammai 
say: He recites the blessing over the wine, and afterwards he recites 
Bircas HaMazon. But Beis Hillel say: He first recites Bircas 

HaMazon, and afterwards he recites the blessing over the wine.r341 

NOTES 
23. [Although we find elsewhere that ruling in accordance with Beis 
Shammai is not praiseworthy, and indeed is even reason for incurring 
Divine displeasure (see, for example, Mishnah above, 10b, and Gemara 
lla), in this case the student acted meritoriously. For even Beis Hillel 
agree that it is praiseworthy to return to the place where one has eaten; 
they merely do not require one to do so (Tos. R' Yehudah HeChasid; see 
also Ritva for another explanation).] 
24. He left his place of eating with the intent of reciting Bircas HaMazon 
in a different place, where he needed to travel (Rashi). 

25. [The second student did not actually follow Beis Hillel's view, for Beis 
Hillel themselves only permit reciting Bircas HaMazon in another place 
when he left the place of eating inadvertently (as stated in the Gemara 
above). This student, however, wrongly applied Beis Hillel's ruling to his 
own case, and recited Bircas HaMazon in the second place, even though 
he left his place of eating intentionally. See Sheleimah Mishnaso, who 
explains why the Gemara refers to the student's actions as following the 
view of Beis Hillel.] 

[The Rishonim dispute whether the halachah follows Beis Shammai or 
Beis Hillel in this dispute- see Drach Chaim 184.] 
26. I.e. they will argue that it is not necessary for them to stop and wait 
for me to return, as God's Presence fills the world, and one should 
therefore be able to bless Him from any place. 
27. [Although Rab bah bar bar Chanah had not lost such an article, he felt 
that it was permitted for him to dissemble in this manner (see further 
below, note 31), so that he would be able to recite Bircas HaMazon in the 
proper place. Moreover, although he obviously did not expect to find a 
golden dove, he reasoned that they would not suspect him of lying, for 
he could simply say to the other members of the caravan that he had not 
found it [and they would have no reason to suspect that he had returned 
for another reason] (see Sifsei Chachamim, and Sheleimah Mishnaso ). 

28. Why did Rab bah bar bar Chanah choose to say that he forgot a golden 
dove, rather than some other bird [or item]? (see Shabbos 130a). 

29. Psalms 68:14. [The verse speaks of the Jewish nation.] 

30. She saves herself by either flying away with her wings or by fighting 
with her wings (Rashi), in contrast to other birds which fight with their 
beaks (seeRashi to Shabbos 49aand 130a; cf. Tos. R' YehudahHeChasid). 

31. Since Israel is likened to a dove, and the commandments are likened 
to the dove's wings, which protect it, Rabbah bar bar Chanah likened his 
returning for the mitzvah of Bircas HaMazon to returning for a golden 
dove. 

32. A mil is the equivalent of 2,000 amos. Based on the various opinions. 
as to the length of an amah, this equals a distance of between three and 
four thousand feet. 

There are different opinions as to the length of time it takes to walk 
a mil: eighteen minutes, twenty-two and a half minutes, or twenty-four 
minutes (see Beur Halachah to 459:2 ,,;, o1",). Accordingly, the time it 
takes to walk four mil is either seventy-two minutes, ninety minutes, or 
ninety-six minutes. 

33. For a large meal, the period of digestion is four mil, whereas for a 
small meal, the period of digestion is as long as he is thirsty as a result 
of the food that he ate (Rashi). Tosafos, however, explain the Gemara's 
answer conversely. For a small meal the period of digestion is four mil, 
whereas for a large meal the period of digestion is as long as he is thirsty 
because of what he ate. 

[It is the opinion of most commentaries that this differentiation 
between a small and a large meal is only true according to Reish La\cish
According to R' Yochanan, with whom the halachah accords, there is no 
difference between a small or large meal, and in both cases one may 
recite Bircas HaMazon until he becomes hungry again (see Magen 
Auraham 184:9; see also Mishnah Berurah 184:20 and Beur Halachah .)I,,, 1l'.K IJ.K ,!",).] 

34. The Gemara does not elaborate on this dispute here, for it has 
already explained above (52a) that according to Beis Sham.mai Bircas 
HaMazon does not require a cup of wine, and according to Beis Hillel 
Bircas HaMazon requires a cup (Rashi; cf. Teshuuos HaRashba §34,2 
cited by Tos. R' Akiva Eiger to Mishnayos §50). Rather, the Gemara





53b4 EILU DEVAltlM CHAPTER EIGHT BERACHOS 

One answers "Amen" after the blessing of an Israelite. But one 
does not answer "Amen" after the blessing of a Cuthean, unless 
he hears the entire blessing.] 

The Gemara asks: 
i1~137 il~"J!;l :er11::i 371;l!V l<"71 ::i~ 7lJ l:)tc 7,te")lfl'1 l<"JJ?'>,? - Does [the 
Mishnah] mean to say that after the blessing of an Israelite, 
even though one did not hear the entire blessing, he answers 
"Amen"?c351 i''!;I~ ,:;,,:::r 371;l!V x", ,:;,, - But if he did not hear the 
entire blessing, how does he fulfill his obligation?casi 

The Gemara answers: 
::i1 ,~ X'?r:t ii,,tc - Chiya bar Rav said: t:;t~3! '1:;i,tc x·~lf,f!;l - The 
Mishnah is dealing with a case where he did not eat with 
them.ca7l ::n::it$ ,~ n;i1 ii,,tc t~i:r~ ::i1 ii,,tc 1:;i1 - And so said Rav 
Nachman in the name ofRabbah bar Avuha: t:;t~3! ',:;i,tc x·~w:;i 
- The Mishnah is dealing with a case where he did not eat with 
them. 

A related ruling: 
;,,1:;i X'?r:t? !l'] ;,,';? ii,,tc - Rav said to Chiya, his son: 1:)11:11:! '"'!!;l 
':J'".1;1 - My son, be quick to take the cup of wine and recite the 
blessing.caai ;,,1:;i n;i17 x~,n ::i1 ii,,tc 1:;i1 - And so too did Rav 
Huna say to Rabbah his son: ':J'".1;~ 1:)11:11:! - Be quick to take 
the cup of wine and recite the blessing. 

The implication of Rav and Rav Huna's teaching is that it is 
preferable to recite a blessing than merely to respond "Amen" to 
it. The Gemara questions this: 
t>,,tc ,~in 1x~~ 1:J'1P. ';J'l;J?1 l<"JJ?'>,? - Is this to say that the one 
who recites a blessing is superior in merit to one who 
responds "Amen"? X?~lJv1 - But it was taught in a Baraisa: 
ii,11< ''Q1' ,:;, '] - R' YOSE SAYS: ';J".!;)?tr 1~ ,.m, t>,,tc i1~137v ',1ia -
THE ONE WHO RESPONDS "AMEN" IS GREATER THAN THE ONE WHO 
RECITES THE BLESSING. 'l<']1i1~ ,:;,'] ;,,';? ii,,tc - R'NEHORAISAID 

TO lllM: l<lil 1~ tl'l;l!Vtr - BY HEAVEN, SO IT IS!l39l '".!t!IP. 37i.n 
l'r:t¥~1?' 1'111' t:1'"')1:.1~, il)?IJ?l?~ l'"'!ai;t~' 1'11'' 1''1'??11 - KNOW that 
this is so, FOR THE COMMON SOLDIERS GO DOWN AND ENGAGE the 
enemy IN BATTLE, AND then THE CHAMPIONS GO DOWN AND SEAL 
THE VICTORY)40l - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
l<'iJ 'tc~JJ - This issue is a matter of dispute between Tannaim. 
X?~JJ1 - For it was taught in a Baraisa: ir;.t,tc1 ':J'l;)?tr ir;.t,I_!: 
371;1!¥1;1!;1 1~,tc i1~137v - BOTH THE ONE WHO RECITES THE BLESSING 
AND THE ONE WHO RESPONDS "AMEN" ARE IMPLIED in the verse 
that speaks of blessing God.C41l 1~ ,.m, ';J".1;)??. l'"'!t11;l)?lf,f X?tc 
11;1,tc i1~137lJ - BUT THEY [the Heavenly emissaries] HASTEN MORE~ 
bestow rewardl42l UPON THE ONE WHO RECITES THE BLESSING 
THAN UPON THE ONE WHO RESPONDS "AMEN."[431 Thus, the Tanna 
of this Baraisa considers the recitation of a blessing to have 
priority over the mere response to it, and he disputes R' Yose of 
the previous Baraisa. 

The Gemara cites an inquiry: 
!l'l~ 7,telr.11¥ ;,,~,~ ,v.;i - Shmuel inquired of Rav: t>,,tc n1lP,?. lill;l 
1;i1 n,~ ,w n,i',l'l'I ir::rtc - What is [the law] regarding 
answering "Amen" after schoolchildren, when they are learn
ing how to recite blessings? ;,,';? ii,,tc - [Rav] said to him: 
1;i1 n,~ 71f,f n,i',l'l'I~ y,n l~.1$ 1'~137 '1-::itr ,r:,,te - We respond 
"Amen" after the blessings of everyone with the exception of 
schoolchildren, 1"11Ul!, i~?.i;ti'.1?1 ,,.i:c,n - since [their bless
ings] are only recited to facilitate learning.c441 

The Gemara cites an exception to this rule: 
,n,,11?!?~ 11'3! x",1:;, 'l'~ ,~::r, - However, this pertains to when 
they are not reciting the haf'tarah, 1'~137 til'?'ll?l?~ 11'3!!;1 ,;~ 
- but when they recite the haftarah in the synagogue, we do 
answer "Amen" to their blessings.C45l 

NOTES 
that follows discusses the next section of the Mishnah, that deals with 
responding "Amen" to blessings. 

35. The Mishnah' s ruling that one answers "Amen" after the blessing of 
an Israelite obviously pertains even when one does not hear the entire 
blessing, as the ruling correlates to the Mishnah's next ruling that one 
does not answer "Amen" when hearing only part of a Cuthean's bless
ing. 

36. The Gemara at this point presumes that the Mishnah is referring to 
someone seated at a meal, who is listening to another's recitation of 
Bircas HaMazon in order to discharge his obligation (Rashi). [Accord
ingly, the Gemara asks: How can he discharge his obligation by answer
ing "Amen," when he did not hear the entire blessing?] 

37. I.e. the Mishnah is not discussing someone who is discharging an 
obligation with someone else's recitation; such a person must, in fact, 
hear the entire blessing. [In that case, he can fulfill his obligation even 
if he does not answer "Amen"; see Orach. Chaim 213:2.] Rather, the 
Mishnah is discussing one who hears someone else reciting a blessing for 
himself, and thus, rules that one should answer "Amen" even ifhe does 
not hear the entire blessing. [See above, 51b note 22.] 

38. [Literally: grab and bless.] This refers to the recitation of Bircas 
HaMazon over a cup of wine where zimun is applicable (see previous 
chapter), where only one of the participants recites the Bircas HaMa
zon; the other participants discharge their obligation by listening atten
tively to his recitation, and answering "Amen" after each blessing. In 
Rav's opinion, it is more meritorious to serve in the capacity of the one 
reciting the blessing than of the one responding to it (see Ras hi here and 
Mefaresh to Nazir 66b; see Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 201:4). 

Rav's advice is not limited to Bircas HaMazon, but applies to all 
blessings: It is always better to assume the role of the reciter rather than 
to be a mere respondent (Rosh to Nazir ibid., see also Magen Avraham 
201:6). 

39.1.e. I swear that it is so (Mefaresh to Nazir ibid.). 

40. It is standard military procedure for the common soldiers to make 
the initial engagement with the enemy, while the best soldiers are 
reserved for the task of completing the victory (Mefaresh and Tosafos to 

Nazir ibid.). Thus, credit for the victory goes to those who conclude the 
battle (Tosafos ibid.). Similarly, the one who concludes the blessing by 
responding "Amen" (see Rashi above, 47a i17:J't!l 1l7 i1"1) receives more 
credit than the one who actually recites the blessing (Mefaresh ibid.). 

[Tos. HaRosh here seems to connect this with the well-known concept 
that "a mitzvah is credited to the one who completes it." For an entirely 
different approach, see Maharsha [Chidushei Aggados] to Sotak 40b ;i"i 

J'lY.l.] 

41. The verse in Nechemiah 9:5 states: The Levites etc. said "Rise up and 
bless Hashem, your God, etc. and let them bless Your glorious Name, 
which is exalted above every blessing and praise." The Gemara below 
(63a) and in Tractate Taanis (16b) explains that the first part of the 
verse (Rise up and bless Hashem) refers to the recitation of the blessing 
itself, while the second part of the verse (and let them bless Your glorious 
Name) refers to the response of "Blessed is the Name of the glory of His 
Kingdom forever and ever, " which those hearing a blessing in the 
Temple answered in place of the "Amen" response outside the Temple 
(Rashi ). [Thus, both the one who actually recites the blessing and those 
responding to it are implied in this verse that speaks of blessing God.] 

42. Rashi. 

43. Although they both receive rewards, one who recites the blessing is 
rewarded before one who merely responds; and that is why Rav told his 
son, "Be quick and recite the blessing'' (Tosafos to Nazir ibid.). 

44. I.e. since they are only practicing how to recite blessings, rather than 
reciting actual blessings. 

45. When children recite the blessings over the Torah and the haftarah 
in the synagogue, we do respond with "Amen" (Rashi; see Meiri ). For 
since the Rabbis instituted that a minor is eligible to read the Torah and 
the haftarah (see Megillah 24a), the blessings he recites are valid 
blessings, to which we respond "Amen" (Ritva ). Raavad (cited by Rosh, 
Rashba and Ritva ), however, translates 1i1')1','l!l;l 11'l7 as during the time 
when they are exempting themselves, i.e. when they eat food which 
requires a blessing. Since minors who have attained the age of training 
have a Rabbinic obligation to recite a blessing over food, their blessing
is considered a valid blessing for which we recite "Amen." 





53b5 EILU DEVARIM CHAPTER EIGHT BERACHOS 

The Gemara cites a Baraisa related to Bircas HaMazon: 
H~ 1 ui:i - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: n~ !:1:i)l.l)? Tl?'¥ 
n;,1:;itt - The OIL with which we cleanse our hands at the end of 
the meal[461 HOLDS BACK (i.e. is essential to) THE BLESSING.[47J 

'.K?'! ,:;,11 ,,;i, - These are THE WORDS OF R' Zl'LAI. '.K1'! ':;,11 
i~i.K - R' Zl'VAI SAYS: !l:i)l.l)? 1l'~ - IT DOES NOT HOLD BACK the 
blessing. ,~i.K .Kr:t,tP:i,11 - R' ACHASAYS: !l:i)).l)? !lit, Tl?'¥ - GOOD 
OIL[481 HOLDS BACK the blessing. ,~i.K '.K>.;lun ,:;,11 - R' ZUIIA'MAI 
SAYS: l"lji!ll.1? 1no!] c::rnJ?w cw:;i - JUST AS ONE WITH AN 
OFFENSIVE ODOR IS INELIGIBLE FOR Temple SERVICE,1491 tl!'l? -:,;,i 
n;,,;i? ni710!il n,t.1;:rn)? - so TOO, HANDS WITH AN OFFENSIVE ODOR 
ARE INELIGIBLE FOR RECITING BIRCAS HAMAZON. TJ?r;t~ !:11 ii.;i,ti: 
i'r:t!f! ,~ - Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak said: .K·r,, '.K?'T .K'~ .K~~ 
.K~3{'l? ,.Ki.;iqn .K7J '.K?T - I do not know Zi'lai, nor Zi'vai, nor 

Zuha'mai, .K~l?'l? .K,tl'~.i;ti.;i .K?~ - but I do know a Baraisa,1601 
::i1 ii.;i,tc n11n~ !:11 i>.;1,tc"J - for Rav Yehudah said in the name of 
Rav, .K~tt .K,tl'~.i;ti.;i:;i :,7 '1)?,ti:J - and others say that this was 
taught in a Baraisa: "tl.t)lfi1i2.i;tl':'1 .. - The verse states:r511 AND 

YOUSHALLSANCTIFYYOURSELVES; tl'~iW.K") C~).;I 1',~ - TffiSIS a 
reference to THE "FIRST WATERS" with which we wash our hands 
prior to eating bread.1521 "tl'IV'li? C~":;t, .. - The verse continues: 
AND YOU SHALL BECOME HOLY; c,~1,q,te C~).;I 1',~ - TffiS IS·. a 
reference to THE "LAST WATERS" (mayim acharonim )with which . 
we wash our hands at the end of the meal, prior to Bircas 
HaMazon.[531 "W1ij? ,:;i,, - FOR[ amHOLY; ll?W nr - TmSISa 
reference to THE perfumed OIL with which we cleanse our hands 
further at the end of the meal. "C::?'tt·r,~ •n ,~~ .. - I AM HASHEM 

YOUR GOD; [541 n;,1:;i iT - TmS IS a reference to THE BLESSING.(55] 

c,,:i, ,r,x 1737 y,,n 
WE SHALL RETURN TO YOU, EILU DEVARIM 

NOTES 
46. After mayim acharonim (Rashi). 

4 7. Those who are accustomed to cleanse their hands with oil at the end 
of the meal from food odors (see above, 42a) are not permitted to join in 
zimun and recite Bircas HaMazon until they do so. [It is unbefitting to 
recite Bircas HaMazon with foul-smelling hands. Therefore, in places 
where it is the custom to anoint one's hands with oil to remove such odors, 
not removing those odors renders the hands unfit for Bircas HaMazon 
(see Ritva).] Similarly, it "holds back the blessing'' over foods that are 
eaten at the end of the meal. That is, the meal is not considered over until 
he cleanses his hands with oil. Consequently, even if he finished eating 
and the food was removed, he may continue eating without reciting a 
blessing until he cleanses his hands (Rashi; see above, 42b). 

48. This refers to those who are accustomed to cleanse their hands with 
oil which was perfumed with fragrant spices (see Rashi). 

49. See Rambam, Hit. Bi'as Mikdash 7:13. 

50. I.e. I do not reckon with the statements attributed to R' Zi'lai, R' 
Zi'vai and R' Zuha'mai, but rather with the following Baraisa. 

51. Leviticus 11:44. The complete verse reads: For I am Hashem, 
your God - and you shall sanctify yourselves and you shall become 

holy, for I am holy etc. 
52. Washing one's hands before eating (and reciting the blessing over 
bread) is an act of cleanliness, which is akin to holiness - see Aruch 
HaShulchan 158:2 and Sheleimah Mishnaso here. 

53. This is also an act of cleanliness, which prepares the hands for Bircas 
HaMazon (see Tosafos cn"i11 ., .. , and Tos. HaRosh, see also Tosafos to 
Chullin 105a C'!J .r"1). 

54. [See Hagahos HaBach; cf. Hagahos HaGra.] These words (I am 
Hashem your God) do not appear in this order, but rather at the 
beginning of the verse, and are transposed from there or from another 
verse (see Maharsha, Chidushei Aggados and Torah Temimah to· 
Leviticus 11:44 §199). · 

55. Bircas HaMazon (Rashi to Rif; cf. Tos. Rabbeinu Yonah ). Thus, we, 
see from the Baraisa that we first clean our hands with mayim 
acharonim, then we remove from them any food odors with th~
perfumed oil, and only then, with clean and odor-free hands, we recite:
Bircas HaMazon. :

[See Ritva and Rabbeinu Yonah for a discussion of why we make:a'
blessing when we wash netilas yadayim, but do not do so for mayim'\
acharonim.] 




